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HZ0z, 03' NO and N02 have been studied by ab initio molecular orbital methods.
2The studies have been performed to the MP2 theory level by using 4-31G, 6-31G,
D95, 6-31G**, D95**, 6-311G**, 6-311+G**, 6-311++G**, 6-311+G(2d,lp) and
6-311+G(2d,2p) basis sets. The geometries were fully optimized. The vibrational
frequencies were calculated. The Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) were
estimated. Finally, the binding energies of the complexes were predicted with
other thermochemical properties. The binding energies of H20. HO, H20. H02,
HzO·HzOz, HzO·03, HzO·NO and HzO.NOz are estimated to be 5.7±0.6,
8.9±1.0, 7.3±1.3, 1.8±0.2, 1.17 (no BSSE correction) and 2.98 (no BSSE
correction) Kcal/Mol, respectively. The Kcq for dimerization to yield H20. HO,
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with temperature are discussed, and their importance in atmospheric chemistry are
addressed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The atmosphere is a large chemical reaction system. There would be
hundreds of reactions taking place. But the reactions known are just part of them.
There are still a large number of reactions which are unknown, especially those
reactions involving the species with small concentration. The atmospheric
chemists are interested to find those reactions. We are interested in investigating
some reactions related to the complexes which are formed from very important
atmospheric species like H20, HO, H02, H20 2, 03' NO and N02•
The species H20, HO, H02, H20 2, 03' NO and N02 play important roles in
atmospheric chemistry; they are all involved in reactions among or with "odd
hydrogen" and "odd nitrogen" as shown in Figure 1. All of them have important
reactions, while H20 is often the third most abundant atmospheric constituent, at
least in the midlatitude lower atmosphere. On the other hand, H20 has a strong
ability to form hydrogen-bonded complexes. The water dimer is a very good
example, which has been studied quite extensively by experimental and theoretical
methods [2-14].
Because the interaction energies of hydrogen-bonded systems are generally
small, experimental investigations have been limited, and the ab initio method has
2Hetertlllencous
removll
Hetertllleneous
removal
Figure 1. Major chemical reactions affecting odd hydrogen
(OH, H, H02, H20 2) and odd nitrogen (NO, N02, N20,
HN02, HN03) in the troposphere. (from Logan et a/.,
1981[1])
3often been successfully applied to those systems [15,16]. In recent years,
numerous theoretical calculations have explored the nature of gas phase hydrogen
bonding, particularly with regard to the water dimer [2 -11], for which
experimental data is available [12 - 14]. Along with HzO. HzO, HzO· HF has
served as a test compound for the theoretical study of hydrogen bonding, and
theoretical results have been in good agreement with experimental data [17 - 31].
These two systems could be treated as HzO· HX in which X is F or OH.
We propose totheoretically investigate those possible complexes formed from
HO, HOz, HzOz, 03' NO and NOz with HzO. The purpose of these studies is to
see how strong the complexes are and what chemical properties they have. If
significant gas phase complexation exists between H20 and those species, there
may be significant consequences for the chemical reactivity of the troposphere. In
this way, it is helpful to understand more about the atmosphere and how HO,
HOz, HZ0 2l 03' NO and NOz are trapped and get balanced in the atmosphere,
especially in the "odd hydrogen" family. On the other hand, the calculations will
provide useful information about binding energies, vibration frequencies,
geometries and other thermochemical properties of weakly bound complexes.
Previously, Hamilton [32] and Rao [33] studied the complex HzO. HOzl while
Del Bene calculated the complex HzO. HzOz [34]. Both complexes were found to
be strongly bonded. However, none of these. groups performed electronic
correlation nor estimated the basis set superposition error (BSSE) which has been
considered important in the supermolecular calculation method [16,35]. Also, the
geometries of these complexes were only partially optimized (Rao et al. did not
4give details of the complexes' geometries). We believed the information about
H20.H02 and H20. H20 2 is quite limited, so we will study those systems in
detail.
The HO species is especially interesting to us, because of the key role HO
plays in atmospheric chemistry and because of our experimental studies of its
atmospheric concentrations [36 -38].
The following systems will be studied by the ab initio method. The
energetics, vibrational frequencies and complex structures will be predicted, which
will assist experimental chemists to identify the complexes.
H2O + HO -------> H2O·HO Rl
H2O + H02 -------> H2O.H02 R2
H2O + H20 2 -------> H2O·H20 2 R3
H2O + °3 -------> H20. °3 R4
H2O + NO -------> H2O·NO R5
H2O + N02 -------> H2O·N02 R6
It is well-known that calculated ab initio interaction energies for hydrogen-
bonded complexes are sensitive to the quality of the basis set employed and the
theoretical method used [4,39]. To test this sensitivity we used basis sets which
range from quite simple to some of the extensive basis sets in general use. In so
doing we extended the calculations to H20. H20 and H20. HF systems.
So, our studies have several meanings. First, the strongest complex among
the systems we considered will be searched for. Second, the structures and
5vibrational frequencies are predicted. Third, the basis sets effect is tested. Last,
the ab initio method is demonstrated to be useful for atmospheric chemistry.
AB INITIO METHOD
The calculations are carried out on two computers using the GAUSSIAN 86
program [40]: an IBM 4381, and an Apollo DN 10000 workstation to which we
partially adapted the Gaussian 86 program. The Gaussian program applies the
variation method for the approximate solution of the Schrodinger equation:
Then the interaction energy AE of the complexes is given as the difference
between the energies of the complex (Et ) and its monomers (E j):
Unfortunately the values of :EEl and :EEi differ very little compared to :EEt or :EEi
themselves. So the energies of the complex and its monomers should be
evaluated in a consistent way. This requires size consistency and basis set
consistency [41]. Fortunately, the MP2 method we used is size-extensive and size-
consistent [42]. But the Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) which is caused by
basis set inconsistency must be calculated. When the same basis sets are used to
describe the complex and its monomers to evaluate the interaction energy, in fact
a larger basis set is used in complex calculation. This is because the basis set of
complex is formed by superposition of the basis sets of its monomers. Larger
6basis set of the complex inevitably yield a larger total energy and, consequently,
larger interaction energy. The increase in the total energy of the complex as a
result of the unequal basis sets of the complex and its monomers is called the
Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE). This error has nothing in common with the
physical effects of interaction but is an artificial mathematical effect. Boys and
Bernardi [43] introduced the "function counterpoise" method for eliminating the
BSSE. The counterpoise method is used to estimate the BSSE of all the systems
we studied. The BSSE for the complex consists of the BSSE for each fragment.
The BSSE for each fragment is calculated as the difference of two energies: first,
the energy of a fragment with the geometry it has in the complex structure and,
second, the energy of this distorted fragment together with the "ghost" basis
functions of the other (distorted) fragment as it is in the complex structure but
without its nuclei and electrons.
Spin restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) theory is used for the closed-shell species
and the unrestricted form (UHF) is employed for the open-shell species. Because
the UHF wavefunctions are not the eigenfunctions of the S2 operator, the results
for radicals are contaminated by higher spin states [44]. Various methods are
normally used to alleviate this problem. Among these are the use of spin
projection [44] and restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock theory [45]. Fortunately,
the S2 expectation values in our results are very close to those of pure doublets for
all the radicals we considered, which means that the effects due to spin
contamination are small. Furthermore, in reactions Rl, R2, R5 and R6, doublets
occur on both sides of the reaction, so some cancellation of spin contamination
7would be expected in the calculation of binding energies.
The standard basis sets 4-31G [46], 6-31G [7,47], 6-31G** [48], D95, and
D95** [49] of Gaussian 86 are used to fully optimize the geometries.
Furthermore, the 6-311G**, 6-311+G**, and 6-311++G** basis sets are used to
optimize the H20. HO system. The 6-311G** is a triple-split basis set [50]
augmented by d orbital on heavy atoms and p orbital on hydrogen atoms. The
6-311 +G** is a 6-311G** set augmented by diffuse functions on heavy atoms,
whereas 6-311++G** augments all atoms [51]. Mter the geometries are
optimized, electron correlation is performed to the MP2 level [52] using frozen
cores. The basis sets 6-311 +G(2d,2p) and 6-311 +G(2d,lp) are used for single
point SCF and MP2 energy calculation. The 6-311+G(2d,lp) set is 6-311G
augmented by diffuse functions on heavy atoms: 2 sets of d functions on heavy
atoms and 1 set of p functions on hydrogen atoms, whereas 6-311 +G(2d,2p)
employs 2 sets of p functions on hydrogen atoms too. The exponents of 2 sets of
d functions are a factor of 2 larger and smaller than the standard values [4,40].
The same is true for the 2 sets of p function exponents.
For each species, the harmonic vibrational frequencies are calculated
analytically [53] at the SCF level using the geometries optimized by 4-31G, 6-31G,
D95, 6-31G** and D95**, For the small complexes, frequencies are calculated up
to 6-311G**, 6-311+G** and 6-311++G**. It is well-known that the frequencies
are overestimated in SCF level and so the results were scaled by a 0.9 factor to
correct for this systematic error [39]. But, in order to afford a more complete
correction of this systematic error, frequencies are scaled for each mode in the
8monomers for the calculations of complexes. The first purpose of the vibrational
frequency calculation is to verify that the calculation has found a true energy
minimum, which is not always the case. Then, after the minima are located, the
vibrational frequencies are used to calculate thermodynamic properties of each
species as a function of temperature.
There are no experimental structure data available for the systems we
studied. So we compare our H20. HO with H20. HF and H20.H02 with
CALCULATION OF THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
In order to calculate aG and aH for the complexes, the calculated binding
energies aE are corrected for differences in vibrational energy (Evib)' rotational
energy (Ernt), and translational energy (Etrans) of reactions and products.
Here RT/2 is assigned to each degree of translational and rotational freedom ( the
rotational temperatures of monomers and complexes are very low compared to
298 K) and a(PV) = -RT for complexation. The GAUSSIAN program evaluated
the vibrational partitiion function, using the calculated frequencies.
INTERNAL ROTATION AND CALCULATION OF
ROTATIONAL BARRIER
For the complex between fragments, there is an important internal degree of
freedom for the complex, which is the internal rotation about the complexing
9bond. At temperatures such that KT > > Vo (Vo is the rotational barrier), the
internal rotation is essentially free and can be treated by methods similar to the
rigid rotor. At temperatures such that KT < < Vo' the complex is trapped at the
lowest energy form, and the motion is that of a simple torsional vibration, which
can be treated by methods similar to that used for the simple harmonic oscillator.
At the ordinary temperatures, the motion is intermediate between that of free
rotation and torsional vibration which is quite difficult to deal with.
For the complex systems we studied, the rotational barrier about the
complexing bond is evaluated as following: first, the fragment is frozen and the
rotation angle is assigned to some particular values and, second, the other
geometry parameters were optimized to give the lowest energy.
CHAPTER II
H20·HO AND H20·HF SYSTEM
The hydroxyl radical, HO, plays an important role in the chemistry of both
the lower and upper atmosphere. The HO radical is an important initiator of
atmospheric hydrocarbon oxidation. Both the generation and destruction of ozone
in the troposphere are largely accounted for by chemistry involving the HOx and
NOx cycles (Figure 1).
The H20. HO has not drawn much attention partially because the
concentration of HO is low, and the life time of HO is short. But the H20. HF
has been studied rather thoroughly by experimental and theoretical methods. The
H20. HO should be analogus to H20. HF except that HO is a reactive radical.
So, the same theory level calculations were performed for both H20. HO and
H20. HF since the experimental data of H20. HO is not available.
The literature contains geometry optimization studies of H20, HO, HF and
H20. HF using different basis sets and different levels of theory. But in order
to compare the energy difference, the geometries of all monomers are optimized
by using the same level of calculations as the complexes.
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MONOMER PROPERTIES OF H20, HO AND HF
The results of geometry optimization of monomers H20, HO and HF at the
SCF level are shown in Table I along with experimental data for purposes of
comparison. Generally, polarized basis sets give more accurate bond angle
descriptions and dipole moment values. For H20, it averages 7.1% larger in the
angle calculated with unpolarized basis sets while only 1.5% larger by polarized
basis sets comparing to experimental data. In the calculation of dipole moment, it
is 35% larger by unpolarized basis sets while only 17% larger by polarized basis
sets for H20, 29% larger by unpolarized basis sets while only 13% larger by
polarized basis sets for HO, and 27% larger by unpolarized basis sets while only
TABLE I
OPTIMIZED GEOMETRIES OF H20, HO AND HF [a]
Basis set
Parameter Exp.
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95** [b] [c] [d]
H2O
O-H1,2 0.950 0.950 0.951 0.943 0.944 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.958 e
H10H2 111.2 111.6 112.5 106.0 106.6 105.5 106.2 106.2 104.5
/-L(D) 2.486 2.501 2.530 2.148 2.180 2.138 2.197 2.196 1.85 f
HO
H-O 0.968 0.967 0.971 0.955 0.957 0.951 0.952 0.952 0.970 g
/-L(D) 2.130 2.146 2.190 1.868 1.898 1.849 1.896 1.895 1.67 h
HF
H-F 0.922 0.921 0.920 0.901 0.903 0.896 0.897 0.897 0.917 i
p,(D) 2.288 2.301 2.383 1.944 2.019 1.980 2.026 2.026 1.83 j
a. Geometrical parameters are given in A and degrees.
b.6-311G**. c. 6-311+G**. d. 6-311++G**. e. ref.54. f. ref.55.
g. ref.56. h. ref.57. i. ref.58. j. ref.59.
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9.2% larger by polarized basis sets for HF, respectively. The unpolarized basis
sets do give more accurate bond length descriptions. For bond length, it averages
0.83% smaller by unpolarized basis sets while 1.7% smaller by polarized basis sets
for H20, 0.13% smaller by unpolarized basis sets while 1.7% larger by polarized
basis sets for HO, and 0.43% larger by unpolarized basis sets while only 2.0%
smaller by polarized basis sets for HF, respectively.
Because of the importance of electrostatic effects in the SCF treatment of
molecular interactions [60], more accurate dipole moments (1-£) should give more
accurate energy description. So, the dipole moments were presented with
optimized geometries.
In Table II, the harmonic frequencies are reported for all monomers, and
again compared with experiment. The data were scaled by 0.9 to remove
TABLE II
CALCULATED FREQUENCIES WITH EXPERIMENTAL
MEASURED AND HARMONIC (IN PARENTHESES)
FREQUENCIES (IN CM-I) OF H20, HO AND HF
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95** [a] [b] [c] Exp.[d]
H2O
s-stretch 3563 3590 3625 3732 3748 3728 3728 3728 3657 (3832)
bend 1568 1563 1540 1593 1576 1576 1554 1554 1595 (1649)
a-stretch 3699 3731 3783 3838 3858 3814 3820 3820 3756 (3942)
HO
stretch 3413 3444 3470 3647 3658 3646 3642 3643 3735
HF
stretch 3706 3722 3805 4043 4057 4061 4043 4044 3960 (4138)
a. 6-311G**. b. 6-311+G**. c. 6-311++G**.
d. The frequencies of H20 are from ref.61 and ref.39, HO are
from ref.56, HF are from ref.58.
TABLE III
TOTAL ENERGIES (AU) AND <S2> VALUES
OF H20, HO AND HF [a]
E(SCF) <S2> E(MP2) <S2>
H2O
4-31G -75.90864 -76.03598
6-31G -75.98536 -76.11205
D95 -76.01100 -76.13501
6-31G** -76.02362 -76.21906
D95** -76.04695 -76.24209
6-311G** -76.04701 -76.26327
6-311+G** -76.05331 -76.27396
6-311++G** -76.05342 -76.27416
HO
4-31G -75.28716 0.7536 -75.37614 0.7514
6-31G -75.36318 0.7537 -75.45128 0.7515
D95 -75.38631 0.7543 -75.47043 0.7518
6-31G** -75.38833 0.7550 -75.53181 0.7505
D95** -75.41047 0.7554 -75.55214 0.7508
6-311G** -75.41074 0.7546 -75.57268 0.7505
6-311+G** -75.41470 0.7555 -75.57946 0.7511
6-311++G** -75.41483 0.7555 -75.57965 0.7511
HF
4-31G -99.88729 -100.01585
6-31G -99.98343 -100.11131
D95 -100.02198 -100.14350
6-31G** -100.01169 -100.19412
D95** -100.04793 -100.23031
6-311G** -100.04690 -100.26687
6-311+G** -100.05326 -100.27835
6-311++G** -100.05331 -100.27845
a. geometries optimized by specified basis set, UHF and UMP2 were
used for open-shell species.
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systematic error [39]. After the scaling, the data arc very comparable with
experimental data, especially for the polarized basis sets. But, the scaled data are
still slightly different from the experim(~ntal data. So, for the calculation of
complexes, the scale factor will be designed for each high frequency mode for the
6-31G** basis set to get our best estimates of frequencies.
The total energies at tne SCF and MP2 level are reported in Table III with
their <S2> value, if they ar~ open-shelll species. At the SCF level for open-shell
species, the <S2> value is quite close to that of a pure doublet wavefunction
(0.75). The largest <S2> is 0.7555 forHO of the 6-311 + +G** basis set. The
MP2 calculations reduce the <S2> further. At the MP2 level, the largest is
0.7518 for HO of the D95 bflSis set. AlII these <S2> values indicate that the
effects of spin contaminatior, are very low. Variation in <S2> with different
theory levels is shown for HO and its water complex in Figure 2. At the highest
level of theory, <S2> for mqnomer and complex have virtually converged at the
SCF level and have complet~ly converged near 0.751 at the UMP2 level. At the
SCF level, <S2> increases slowly with basis set quality, while the UMP2
calculations yield values relatively constant with the basis sets.
GEOMETRIES OF H20·HO AND H20·HF
The H20. HO is analogpus to the H20. HF system which has been widely
studied [17 - 31]. The nucleilr spin statiistical weight effects in the microwave
spectrum of H20. HF show that the cmnplex contains a pair of equivalent protons
[17]. Previous workers have obtained either Czv or Cs symmetry, depending upon
16
the basis set. Typically, unpolarized basis sets yielded ~ symmetry, whereas
polarized basis sets gave Cs symmetry. Cs symmetry is consistent with the
experimental data [19].
In our calculation, we also obtain ~ and Cs symmetry for H20. HO with
different basis sets. Figure 3.1 shows the structures of H20. HO and H20. HF
with ~ and Cs symmetry. The geometry is ~ when a = 180.0°, {3 = 0.0°. Each
has H20 as proton acceptor. Basis sets of 4-31G, 6-31G, D95 and D95** optimize
the geometry to ~ (a = 180.0°, (3 = 0.0°) while 6-31G** optimizes the geometry
to Cs (a = 147.4°, (3 = 2.9°). Surprisingly, D95** and 6-31G**, which are almost
the same quality, give two different equilibrium structures. Then we used
6-311G**, 6-311 +G** and 6-311 + +G** to optimize the geometry. The results
were that 6-311G** gave Cs symmetry and 6-311+G** and 6-311++G** gave~
symmetry. AIl of those optiUlized geometries of H20. HO are shown in Table
IV. Then we used all the same basis sets to optimize the H20. HF complex
which may be checked against experimental data. The results are shown in Table
IV with H20. HO. The 4-31G, 6-31G, and D95 gave~ symmetry, whereas
6-31G**, 6-311G**, D95**, 6-311+G**, and 6-311++G** gave Cs symmetry with
the a angle increasing gradually. But 6-31G** give the best a angle compared to
experimental data. The results of 6-311+G** and 6-311++G** were ahnost the
same.
Comparing to the experimental data of H20. HF, although the situation is
not entirely clear, we conclude that 6-31G** gives the best geometry for H20. HF
and D95**, 6-311G**, 6-311+G**, and 6-311++G** overestimate the a angle.
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Figure 3. Two orientations in the HzO· HX (X=O,F).
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TABLE IV
OPTIMIZED GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURES
OF HZOI,HF AND HzO·HO [a]
, Basis set
Parameter Exp.[e]
4-31G 6-31G D95 6..31G*I* D95** [b] [c] [d]
HzO·HF
symmetry Czv Czv Czv Cs Cs Cs Cs Cs
01-H2,3 0.950 0.949 0.951 0.944: 0.945 0.942 0.942 0.942
01-F5 2.605 2.617 2.593 2.7181 2.701 2.700 2.722 2.720 2.664
H4-F5 0.939 0.937 0.938 0.911 " 0.914 0.907 0.908 0.908
H201H3 112.9 113.0 113.3 107.01 107.6 106.9 107.5 107.5
a 180.0 180.0 180.0 136.11 150.4 145.4 162.7 162.4 134
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 1.9 2.6 0.9 0.9
/L(D) 5.586 5.578 5.658 4.3761 4.666 4.523 4.681 4.681 4.05
HzO.HO
symmetry Czv Czv Czv Cs ICzv Cs Czv Czv
01-H2,3 0.951 0.949 0.952 0.944 1 0.945 0.941 0.942 0.942
01-05 2.804 2.818 2.823 Q.938! 2.945 2.925 2.951 2.952
H4-05 0.974 0.973 0.977 0.959 1 0.961 0.956 0.956 0.956
H201H3 112.3 112.4 112.9 1106.9, 107.4 106.7 107.1 107.1
a 180.0 180.0 180.0 147.4, 180.0 165.7 180.0 180.0
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 1 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0
/L(D) 5.335 5.332 5.345 ;l383 'I 4.593 4.488 4.504 4.501
a. Geometric parameters are given in AI and degrees.
b.6-311G**. c. 6-311 +G**. d.6-31Jl++G**. e. from ref.19.
I
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Figure 4. Alpha and beta angles of H20.HO and
H20. HF optimized by different basis sets.
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The dependence of the a and f3 angles of H20. HF and H20. HO upon basis
sets is shown in Figure 4. We found great similarities between those two figures.
Thus, Cs geometry optimized by 6-31G** was concluded to be the best geometry
for H20. HO complex.
The symmetry in Figure 3.2 was also partially optimized to a stationary point.
But, after the symmetry was released and smaller convergence criteria were used,
the geometry went to the orientation shown in Figure 3.l.
The results of the dipole moment of H20. HO and H20. HF are also
presented in Table IV, and show considerable similarity. For both complexes,
6-31G** gave the smallest dipole moment and smallest a angle. For H20. HF,
the dipole moment and a angle from 6-31G** are close to the experimental data
[19]. So, from the point of view of dipole moment, the basis set 6-31G** gives the
best geometry description for H20. HF, and, by analogy, for H20. HO also. For
other parameters, the unpolarized basis sets gave values close to one another
while polarized basis sets form another group. Particularly, the intermolecular
distance of unpolarized basis sets are shorter than those of polarized basis sets,
while the experimental data seem in between. The larger dipole moments and
smaller intermolecular distances of unpolarized basis sets indicate they would
overestimate the complex binding energies, as confirmed below.
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES OF H20·HO AND H20·HF
The harmonic frequencies of H20. HO scaled by 0.9 [39] are presented in
Table V. There is an interesting difference between polarized and unpolarized
20
TABLE V
CALCULATED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES OF
H20·HO AND H20·HF (CM-I ) [a]
[b] (HO)
4-31G 166 199 208 509 672 1577(+9) 3311(-102) 3576(+13) 3708(+9)
6-31G 164 202 204 490 655 1576(+13) 3342(-102) 3602(+12) 3737(+6)
D95 176 197 223 499 666 1566(+26) 3359(-111) 3634(+9) 3779(-4)
[c] 125 148 169 395 548 1587(-6) 3584(-63) 3732(0) 3837(-1)
[d] 66 141 160 376 540 1580(+4) 3595(-63) 3745(-3) 3853(-5)
[e] 76 136 169 381 551 1575(-1) 3587(-59) 3727(-1) 3817(+3)
[f] 82 150 158 370 547 1570(+16) 3584(-58) 3724(-4) 3815(-5)
[g] 88 148 158 365 545 1571(+17) 3583(-60) 3724(-4) 3815(-5)
[b] (HF)
4-31G
6-31G
D95
[c]
[d]
[e]
[f]
[g]
exp.[18]
203 205 257 681 834 1582(+14) 3586(+23) 3716(+17) 3403(-303)
200 213 249 664 816 1581(+18) 3611(+21) 3745(+14) 3419(-303)
230 247 264 719 862 1575(+35) 3642(+17) 3783(0) 3441(-364)
173 188 213 570 690 1588(-5) 3728(-4) 3833(-5) 3835(-208)
148 202 204 593 718 1580(+4) 3741(-7) 3820(-38) 3849(-208)
160 201 207 589 714 1577(+1) 3723(-5) 3812(-2) 3840(-221)
90 188 199 568 698 1573(+19) 3722(-6) 3815(-5) 3820(-223)
92 189 201 573 702 1573(+ 19) 3723(-5) 3815(-5) 3818(-226)
3608
a. The values in parentheses are frequency-shifts compared to the
same mode of the monomer (calculated values).
b. The fragment in the complex mainly involved in the vibrational mode.
c. 6-31G**. d. D95**. e. 6-311G**. f. 6-311+G**. g.6-311++G**.
basis sets. The high frequency modes, which are mainly monomer frequency
modes, are larger for polarized basis sets than those for unpolarized basis sets.
But for lower frequency modes which are monomer interactions, these results are
reversed. The same situation was found in H20. HF which is presented in Table
V with H20. HO. The stretch mode of O-H in the H20. HO complex was
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red-shifted quite a lot (58 - 111 em-I), more so with unpolarized basis sets than
with polarized basis sets. This indicates the unpolarized basis sets give too strong
interaction, which will be confirmed by the energy calculation later.
Although the 0.9 scaling factor [39] comes close to correcting for systematic
error in the calculated frequencies, the new scaling factors are designated for each
mode of monomers by the ratio of the experimental data to the calculated
frequency for each mode. Then the average of those scaling factors is used for
those low frequency modes in the complexes. The results are shown in
Table VI (only for 6-31G**). The proper scaling factor is 0.8965 for H20·HO
and 0.8864 for H20. HP.
TABLE VI
CALIBRATED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES OF
H20·HO AND H20.HF (CM-I) BY BASIS SET 6-31G** [a]
H2O·HO
SYM. A' A" A' A' A" A' A' A" A'
S.F. 0.8965 0.9013 0.8819 0.8809 0.9217
FREQ. 125 148 168 394 546 1590(-5) 3657(0) 3756(0) 3670(-65)
INT. 229 4 18 271 214 102 30 98 237
H2O·HF
SYM. A' A" A' A' A" A' A' A" A'
S.p. 0.8864 0.9013 0.8819 0.8809 0.8814
FREQ. 170 185 209 561 679 1590(-5) 3653(-4) 3752(-4) 3756(-204)
INT. 146 0 106 279 213 107 69 112 609
a. The values in parentheses are frequency-shifts compared to the
same mode of the monomer (experimental values).
SYM. is the symmetry of the vibrational mode.
INT. is the IR intensities in KMIMOLE.
S.F. is the scaling factor.
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ENERGIES OF H20.HO AND H20.HF
Table VII gives the total energies of H20. HO and H20. HF at SCF and
UMP2 levels. Again the <S2> values of H20. HO are very close to that of a
pure doublet state. In the SCF level, the largest <S2> value is 0.7554 derived by
6-311+G** and 6-311++G**, while the smallest is 0.7530 derived by 4-31G. The
UMP2 calculation reduces the <S2> value close to 0.75 (pure doublet state). The
TABLE VII
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
H20·HO AND H20·HF [a]
basis set E <S2> dE E <S2> dE
H2O·HO
4-31G -151.21142 0.7530 -9.802 -151.42837 0.7510 -10.197
6-31G -151.36342 0.7531 -9337 -151.57872 0.7511 -9.657
D95 -151.41167 0.7538 -9.011 -151.62081 0.7514 -9.645
6-31G** -151.42226 0.7547 -6.470 -151.76277 0.7504 -7.467
D95** -151.46700 0.7552 -6.012 -151.80519 0.7506 -6.878
6-311G** -151.46820 0.7544 -6.557 -151.84787 0.7504 -7.480
6-311+G** -151.47733 0.7554 -5.848 -151.86386 0.7510 -6.551
6-311++G** -151.47752 0.7554 -5.817 -151.86425 0.7510 -6.511
H2O·HF
4-31G -175.81837 -14.081 -176.07464 -14.313
6-31G -175.99034 -13.523 -176.24517 -13.686
D95 -176.05467 -13.611 -176.30143 -14383
6-31G** -176.04975 -9.061 -176.42974 -10.392
D95** -176.10906 -8.898 -176.48875 -10.260
6-311G** -176.10894 -9.431 -176.54737 -10.812
6-311+G** -176.12000 -8.427 -176.56726 -9.381
6-311++G** -176.12024 -8.478 -176.56768 -9.457
a. The geometries were optimized by the specified basis set; E'S are in a.u.,
and dE in kcal/mol. H20. HO is calculated by UHF and UMP2. H20. HF
is calculated by RHF and MP2.
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largest is 0.7514 by UMP2/D95 and smallest is 0.7504 derived by UMP2/6-31G**
and UMP2/6-311G**. The <S2> values of HO and H20·HO changing with basis
sets are also displayed in Figure 2. Interestingly, in general the <S2> values in
SCF level become larger with more extensive basis sets, but in UMP2 level, they
bacome smaller with more extensive basis sets. The <S2> value differences
between HO and H20. HO become smaller with more extensive basis sets.
The binding energies for unpolarized basis sets were much higher than those
for polarized basis sets for both SCF and UMP2 levels. So lower quality of the
basis sets indeed overestimate the binding energy.
TABLE VIn
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
H20 0 HO AND H20 0 HF USING THE GEOMETRIES
OPTIMIZED BY BASIS SET 6-31G** [a]
SCF
6-311G**
6-311+G**
6-311++G**
[b]
MP2
6-311G**
6-311+G**
6-311++G**
[b]
E(H2O) E(HO) <S2> E(H20oHO) <S2> aE
-76.04699 -75.41072 0.7546 -151.46814 0.7544 -6.545
-76.05330 -75.41469 0.7556 -151.47711 0.7554 -5.723
-76.05342 -75.41482 0.7556 -151.47731 0.7554 -5.692
-76.05671 -75.41697 0.7563 -151.48151 0.7562 -4.913
-76.26333 -75.57277 0.7506 -151.84819 0.7504 -7.587
-76.27410 -75.57954 0.7511 -151.86414 0.7510 -6.589
-76.27430 -75.57973 0.7511 -151.86455 0.7510 -6.601
-76.29564 -75.59706 0.7511 -151.90217 0.7511 -5.943
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TABLE VIII
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
H20. HO AND H20. HF USING THE GEOMETRIES
OPTIMIZED BY BASIS SET 6-31G** [a]
(continued)
SCF
6-311G**
6-311+G**
6-311++G**
[b]
MP2
6-311G**
6-311+G**
6-311++G**
[b]
E(HF)
-100.04688
-100.05325
-100.05329
-100.05555
-100.26703
-100.27849
-100.27859
-100.30264
E(H20·HF)
-176.10886
-176.11977
-176.12001
-176.12421
-176.54765
-176.56770
-176.56810
-176.61236
-9.406
-8.296
-8.346
-7.499
-10.850
-9.482
-9.544
-8.835
a. E'S are in a.u. and L\E are in kcal/mol. H20. HO is calculated by UHF
and UMP2. H20. HF is calculated by RHF and MP2.
b: 6-311+G(2d,2p).
After Cs symmetry for H20·HO was obtained with 6-31G**, the 6-311G**,
6-311+G**, 6-311++G** and 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis sets were used to calculate
total energies at both SCF and UMP2 levels with the geometries optimized by
6-31G**. The results for these one point calculations are shown in Table VIII.
For H20. HO in the SCF level, the binding energies are in the range of -4.913 to
-6.545 Kcal/mol, while in UMP2 level, the binding energies are in the range of -5.9
to -6.5 kcal/mol. Comparing the UMP2 results of 6-311G* *, 6-311 + G* *, and
6-311++G** in Tables VII and VIII, the results are shown in Table IX. We find
only small geometry effects on the total energies of the complexes, so our
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TABLE IX
BINDING ENERGY DIFFERENCES OF H20. HO
AND H20. HF BETWEEN FULLY OPTIMIZED
GEOMETRIES AND ONE-POINT CALCULATION [a]
H20.HO H20·HF
a(aEscF) a(aEMP2)
6-311G**
6-311+G**
6-311++G**
-0.012
-0.125
-0.125
0.107
0.038
0.090
-0.025
-0.131
-0.132
0.038
0.101
0.087
a: unit is kcal/mol; one-point calculation based on geometries of
6-31G**.
single-point calculations with higher basis sets are acceptable.
The BSSE was estimated at both SCF and MP2 levels for the geometries
specified and the results are shown in Table X. They are also displayed in
Figure 5. The BSSE of 6-311G**, 6-311+G**, 6-311++G** and 6-311+G(2d,2p)
gradually decreased at both SCF and MP2 levels, but did not become negligible.
The BSSE calculated upon the geometries of D95** (Czv) and 6-311 + +G** (Czv),
were not negligible either. So if we take Cs symmetry of 6-31G** as the best
geometry representation of the complex, and take the BSSE as uncertainty of the
binding energy, the binding energy is in the range of -5.9 to -5.1 kcal/mol for
the H20.HO complex and -8.8 to -7.7 kcal/mol for the H20·HF complex which is
larger than -7.2±1.7 kcal/mol, determined by infrared intensity [18] but quite
smaller than -10.3±0.2 kcal/mol determined by absolute intensities of rotational
transitions [20].
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TABLE X
BSSE ESTIMATES OF HzO·HO AND HzO·HF [a]
E(BSSE) aE'
HzO·HO
D95**//D95** 0.228 -6.012 to -5.784
6-311++G** [b] 0.532 -5.817 to -5.285
6-31G** [c] 0.759 -6.470 to -5.711
6-311G** [c] 1.189 -6.545 to -5.356
6-311+G** [c] 0.654 -5.723 to -5.069
6-311++G** [c] 0.617 -5.692 to -5.075
6-311 +G(2d,2p) [c] 0.371 -4.913 to -4.542
UMP2/D95**//D95** 0.926 -6.878 to -5.952
UMP2/6-311++G** [b] 1.143 -6.551 to -5.408
UMP2/6-31G** [c] 1.457 -7.467 to -6.010
UMP2/6-311G** [c] 2.061 -7.587 to -5.526
UMP2/6-311 +G** [c] 1.399 -6.589 to -5.190
UMP2/6-311++G** [c] 1.386 -6.601 to -5.215
UMP2/6-311 + G(2d,2p) [c] 0.852 -5.943 to -5.091
HzO·HO
6-31G** [c] 1.074 -9.061 to -7.987
6-311G** [c] 1.740 -9.406 to -7.666
6-311+G** [c] 0.837 -8.296 to -7.459
6-311++G** [c] 0.875 -8.346 to -7.471
6-311 + G(2d,2p) [c] 0.461 -7.499 to -7.038
MP2/6-31G** [c] 1.993 -10.392 to -8.399
MP2/6-311G** [c] 3.061 -10.850 to -7.789
MP2/6-311 +G** [c] 1.890 -9.482 to -7.592
MP2/6-311 + +G** [c] 1.952 -9.544 to -7.592
MP2/6-311 +G(2d,2p) [c] 1.184 -8.835 to -7.651
exp.[18] -7.2±1.7
exp.[20] -10.3±0.2
a. All energies in kcal/mol; aE'is the range of binding energy: the
binding energies between corrected and uncorrected by BSSE.
b. 6-311++G** based on geometries optimized by 6-311++G**.
c. based on geometries optimized by 6-31G**.
4.0.,....---------------------r
-. a: 6-311 G**I /6-31 G**
o H20 .HF.(MP2) b: 6-311+G**116-31G**$ 3.0 4 ~c: 6-311++G**/16-31G**
o d: 6-311 +G(2d,2p)1I
~ 6-31G**
'-'" H20.HO (UMP2)
!2.0~~~: :~
~ 1.0~ ~ ~
lD H20.HO (SCF) ~: :~
0.0 +- +- +- +- --+
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Figure 5. BSSE calculated for H20. HO and H20. HF systems.
CHAPTER III
The hydroperoxyl radical, H02t plays important roles in atmospheric
chemistry just like the HO radical. As mentioned before, with HO, H02 is
involved in the generation and destruction of ozone in the atmosphere.
Another type of reaction, the atmospherically important self-reaction of H02
in the gas phase is increased by up to a factor of 2.5 at 298K in the presence of
H20 [62]. The formation of the complex H20.H02 has been proposed as the
key step for this rate increase [63]. This complex H20. H02 has been studied by
Hamilton [32], but because of technology and theory limitations at that time, the
calculation remained at the SCF level and the geometry was only partially
optimized.
MONOMER PROPERTIES OF H20 AND H02
The results of geometry optimization of monomers H02 and H20 at the SCF
level are shown in Table XI along with experimental data for purposes of
comparison. Again, polarized basis sets give more accurate angle descriptions and
dipole moment values, but are somewhat short in calculated bond lengths, while
unpolarized basis sets give more accurate bond length descriptions. For example,
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the dipole moment of 2.095, derived by 6-31G** is very close to experimental data
of 2.09. The bond angle of 105.8°, derived by 6-31G**, is only 1.7% larger than
experimental data. But the bond length derived from 6-31G** averages 2.4%
shorter than experimental data.
TABLE XI
OPTIMIZED GEOMETRIES OF H20 AND H02 [a]
Basis set
Parameter Exp.
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
H2O
0-H1,2 0.950 0.950 0.951 0.943 0.944 0.958 b
H10H2 111.2 111.6 112.5 106.0 106.6 104.5
JL(D) 2.486 2.501 2.530 2.148 2.180 1.85 c
H02
H-01 0.959 0.957 0.959 0.950 0.951 0.977 d
01-02 1.396 1.382 1.374 1.309 1.309 1.335
H0102 106.2 106.9 107.7 105.8 106.0 104.1
JL(D) 2.326 2.345 2.367 2.095 2.104 2.09 e
a. Geometrical parameters are given in A and degrees.
b. reE54. c. reE55. d. reE64. e. reE65.
In Table XII, the harmonic frequencies are reported for all monomers, and
again compared with experiment. The data were scaled by 0.9 to remove
systematic error [39]. After scaling, the data derived from polarized basis sets are
very comparable with experimental data. Furthermore, the scaling factor will be
designed for each mode for the 6-31G** basis set to get our best estimates of
frequencies below.
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TABLE XII
CALCULATED FREQUENCIES WITH EXPERIMENTAL
MEASURED AND HARMONIC (IN PARENTHESES)
FREQUENCIES (IN CM-1) OF H20 AND H02
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95** Exp.[a]
H2O
s-stretch 3563 3590 3625 3732 3748 3657 (3832)
bend 1568 1563 1540 1593 1576 1595 (1649)
a-stretch 3699 3731 3783 3838 3858 3756 (3942)
H02
ho stretch 3519 3546 3588 3670 3688 3436
00 stretch 1357 1368 1369 1441 1433 1392
bend 747 807 910 1128 1145 1098
a. The frequencies of H20 are from ref.61 and ref.39, H02 are from
ref.66.
The total energies in SCF and MP2 level are reported in Table XIII with
their <S2> value, if they are open-shell species. In the SCF level for open-shell
species, the <S2> value is quite close to that of a pure doublet wavefunction
(0.75). The largest <S2> is 0.7716 for H02 of 4-31G basis set. For polarized
basis sets, the <S2> values are even smaller, with the 0.7609 as the largest for
H02 of D95**, and the MP2 calculations reduce the <S2> further. At the MP2
level, the largest is 0.7628 for H02 of 4-31G. Again the largest for polarized basis
sets is 0.7519 for H02 by D95**. All those <S2> values indicate that the effects
due to spin contamination are very low.
Furthermore, the <S2> values derived from different basis sets vs basis sets
for H02 and H02 are shown in figure 6. With the higher and higher quality of
basis sets, the <S2> become closer and closer to 0.75. The <S2> values seem to
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TABLE XIII
TOTAL ENERGIES (AU) AND <S2> VALUES
OF H20 AND H02 [a]
E(SCF) <S2> E(MP2) <S2>
H2O
4-31G -75.90864 -76.03598
6-31G -75.98536 -76.11205
D95 -76.01100 -76.13501
6-31G** -76.02362 -76.21906
D95**
-76.04695 -76.24209
H02
4-31G -149.96325 0.7716 -150.18659 0.7628
6-31G -150.11378 0.7671 -150.33538 0.7592
D95 -150.16090 0.7660 -150.37273 0.7580
6-31G** -150.17664 0.7594 -150.50748 0.7513
D95** -150.21933 0.7609 -150.54478 0.7519
a. geometries optimized by specified basis set, UHF and UMP2 were
used for open-shell species.
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Figure 6. <S2> values of H02 and H02•H02
calculated from different basis sets.
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converge to 0.752.
GEOMETRIES OF HzO. H02 AND HzO. HzO
This system is somewhat analogous to the water dimer, although HOz could
serve as a hydrogen acceptor as in the complex HOz' HO studied by Jackels and
Phillips [67]. The water dimer is an ideal hydrogen-bonded model system and has
been the subject of experimental and theoretical studies for decades [2-14]. The
water dimer has been shown to have Cs symmetry, shown in Figure 7.1, and its
dissociation energy was experimentally determined to be 5.4(±O.7) kcal/mol [13].
Previous work [32] on HzO· HOz performed a point-by-point partial geometry
optimization and derived an almost planar structure (the HzO plane was 4° out of
the HOz plane). In our studies, first we tried to determine the complex symmetry.
Both planar and Cs symmetries were placed on the system and each was partially
(1)
H X
\ /
O H-O
/
H
(2)
Figure 7. Symmetries of HzO· HOX complex (X=H,O).
(1): Cs symmetry. (2): Planar symmetry
Figure 8. Optimized structure of HzO. HOz.
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Figure 9. Starting structures for H20. H02•
TABLE XIV
OPTIMIZED STRUcruRES AND CALCULATED HARMONIC
FREQUENCIES OF H20·H02 [a]
Parameter 4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
Planar
01-H2 0.950 0.949 0.952 0.943 0.945
01-H3 0.950 0.949 0.951 0.943 0.944
01-04 2.679 2.693 2.704 2.827 2.840
04-H5 0.971 0.970 0.971 0.956 0.957
04-06 1.390 1.378 1.370 1.307 1.307
H201H3 112.7 112.8 113.0 107.5 107.7
H20104 117.7 117.8 120.1 115.0 115.1
0104H5 4.9 5.1 3.3 7.8 7.8
H50406 105.2 105.9 107.0 105.3 105.5
~(D) 5.675 5.669 5.681 4.768 4.756
Cs
01-H2,3 0.950 0.949 0.951 0.944 0.945
01-04 2.681 2.694 2.700 2.829 2.848
04-H5 0.971 0.970 0.971 0.957 0.957
04-06 1.390 1.378 1.370 1.307 1.307
H201H3 112.6 112.7 112.9 106.6 107.2
Ct 175.5 176.1 178.8 127.4 145.6
13 1.4 1.5 0.7 8.1 3.7
H50406 105.8 106.5 107.6 105.2 105.7
~(D) 5.719 5.716 5.713 4.050 4.502
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TABLE XIV
OPTIMIZED STRUcruRES AND CALCULATED HARMONIC
FREQUENCIES OF HzO. HOz [a]
(continued)
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
Planar Cs Planar Cs Planar Cs Planar Cs Planar Cs
50 ilb) 49 i 33 17 I i i i
77 98 75 97 86 110 41 68 51 74
225 231 235 229 237 236 89 207 101 188
253 238 246 237 275 245 199 212 188 205
363 285 363 291 366 326 287 280 289 227
669 788 651 768 680 775 465 625 483 606
787 791 833 836 932 934 1137 1137 1154 1154
1533 1483 1533 1486 1536 1495 1538 1520 1528 1507
1580 1583 1579 1582 1573 1575 1584 1592 1578 1583
3285 3284 3320 3319 3361 3359 3577 3556 3590 3578
3581 3581 3607 3607 3637 3637 3737 3727 3745 3742
3712 3711 3741 3740 3778 3778 3843 3828 3853 3847
a. Geometric parameters are given in A and degrees. Frequencies are in em-I.
b. Frequency is negative.
optimized to stationary points shown in Figure 7. After calculating vibrational
frequencies, the geometries optimized by 4-31G, 6-31G and D95 basis sets for
planar symmetry were energy minima. The Cs symmetry was not an energy
minimum except for the D95 basis set. The planar and Cs symmetries optimized
by basis sets 6-31G** and D95** have imaginary vibrational frequencies, which
means they are not the energy minima. The results are shown in Table XIV. In
order to clarify the performance of the basis sets we used, the same basis sets
were used to optimize the HzO. HzO dimer with both planar and Cs' symmetry,
although very high quality basis sets have already been used to calculate the
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H20. H20 dimer [3,4,5]. The vibrational frequencies were calculated for the
optimized structure. The results are shown in Table XV. The Cs symmetry is
shown to be the energy minimum for all basis sets. The 0--0 distances of D95**
and 6-31G** are very close to the experimental value of 2.98 A [12], which means
the 6-31G** and D95** give a acceptable description of the dimer geometries. If
we examine the alpha angle, shown in Figure 10, we find that 6-31G** gives the
smallest value, the unpolarized basis sets give larger values and the D95** value is
TABLE XV
OPTIMIZED STRUCTURES AND CALCULATED HARMONIC
FREQUENCIES OF H20. H20 [a]
parameter 4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95** [b] exp[12]
Planar
01-H2 0.950 0.949 0.951 0.943 0.944
01-H3 0.950 0.950 0.952 0.943 0.945
01-04 2.836 2.847 2.843 3.003 3.009
04-H5 0.958 0.957 0.959 0.947 0.948
04-H6 0.949 0.948 0.950 0.942 0.943
H201H3 112.1 112.3 112.8 106.9 107.2
H20104 138.1 138.3 136.6 140.3 139.9
0104H5 3.4 3.9 4.3 3.0 3.7
H502H6 111.5 111.8 113.0 105.8 106.5
JL(D) 4.545 4.514 4.515 3.962 3.955
Cs
01-H2,3 0.950 0.950 0.951 0.944 0.945
01-04 2.832 2.843 2.837 2.980 2.986 2.911 2.98
04-H5 0.958 0.957 0.959 0.948 0.949 0.964
04-H6 0.949 0.948 0.950 0.942 0.943
H201H3 112.0 112.2 112.8 106.3 106.9
Ct 148.4 151.5 158.4 117.6 134.0 123.2 140±1O
{3 0.0 0.3 0.4 10.6 14.5 4.5 <10
H504H6 111.3 111.6 111.7 105.9 106.5
JL(D) 4.003 4.290 4.438 2.644 3.213
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TABLE XV
OPTIMIZED STRUCfURES AND CALCULATED HARMONIC
FREQUENCIES OF H20. H20 [a](continued)
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
Planar Cs Planar Cs Planar Cs Planar Cs Planar Cs
i1cl 118 i 113 i 122 I 106 i 121
139 151 139 152 150 174 i 124 37 131
144 158 147 159 186 183 113 128 117 131
186 189 183 185 187 194 144 159 142 153
432 374 427 366 439 381 331 339 333 315
573 685 563 672 594 696 408 551 432 553
1574 1576 1572 1574 1562 1563 1587 1591 1579 1580
1621 1610 1613 1602 1589 1583 1623 1618 1606 1602
3485 3483 3513 3511 3540 3539 3700 3689 3711 3703
3574 3572 3600 3599 3633 3634 3736 3728 3746 3743
3667 3666 3700 3698 3750 3748 3817 3814 3837 3834
3706 3704 3736 3735 3779 3779 3841 3830 3854 3849
a. Geometric parameters are given in A and degrees. Frequencies are in em-I.
b. from ref.5, optimized by MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p).
c. Frequency is negative.
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intermediate. This behavior of basis sets we used is similar to that of H20. HO
and H20.HF.
Fully optimized geometries of HzO·H02 with 6-31G** and D95** is shown in
Table XVI and displayed in Figure 8, which have no symmetry at all. Now, the
polarized basis sets and unpolarized basis sets give quite different results for
H20. H02• Unpolarized basis sets give the planar symmetries while polarized
basis sets give no symmetry. The 0--0 distance is shorter in the geometries
optimized with unpolarized basis sets (2.679-2.704 A) than those optimized by
polarized basis sets (2.812-2.841 A). The shorter 0--0 bond distance relative to
those of H20. HO (2.938 A) and H20. H20 (2.980-2.986 A), reflect the stronger
interaction in the H20.H02 complex. Hamilton's [32] geometry for H20. H02 is
similar to our optimized results with unpolarized basis sets, except the H20 plane
is about 4° out of the H02 plane.
In the last chapter of studying complexes H20. HO and H20. HF, we found
basis set 6-31G** gave more accurate geometrical description and dipole moment
descriptions for H20. HF. In this chapter we also found that basis set 6-31G* *
gives more accurate geometry dipole moment description of H20. H20. So we
believe that, by analogy, the geometry of H20·H02 derived by basis set 6-31G**
is a more accurate geometrical description.
Different orientations of the H20. HOz complex, shown in Figure 9, were used
to start the geometry optimization. Only the orientation (3) was found to be an
energy minimum.
TABLE XVI
FULLY OPTIMIZED STRUcrURES AND VIBRATIONAL
FREQUENCIES OF H20. H02 [a]
6-31** D95**
Geometry
01-H2 0.944 0.945
01-H3 0.945 0.945
01--04 2.812 2.841
04-H5 0.957 0.957
04-06 1.307 1.307
H201H3 106.9 107.3
H20104 120.9 125.3
0104H5 12.9 7.2
H50406 104.9 105.4
H301H2H5 121.0 140.6
H201H504 107.3 121.3
01H50406 9.2 5.0
1L(D) 3.995 4.496
Frequency
47 47
89 60
205 177
219 192
320 290
556 540
1136(+8) 1154(+9)
1539(+98) 1526(+93)
1588(-5) 1580(+4)
3558(-112) 3580(-108)
3727(-5) 3741(-7)
3830(-8) 3847(-11)
a. Geometric parameters are given in A and degrees. Frequencies are
given in em-I.
b. The values in parentheses are frequency-shifts compared to the same
mode of monomer (calculated values).
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If we examine the harmonic frequencies of the 6-31G** and D95**
calculations (Table XVII), the HO stretch of H02 in the H20.H02 dimer is
considerably red-shifted, and the 0--0 stretch is shifted to the blue. This means
the O-H bond is weakened in complex formation and the 0-0 bond (in the H02
fragment) is strengthened. So, the complex H20. H02 is helping to dissociate the
atom H from atom ° in H02• The modes of H20 do not change much, which
means the H20 fragment would not change much compared to the H20
monomer.
TABLE XVII
CALIBRATED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES (CM-I ) BY 6-31G** [a]
HzO.H02 H2O·H2O
[b] S.F. Freq. IR INT. [b] S.P. Freq. IR INT.
0.8753 45 26 0.8880 105 93
0.8753 86 57 0.8880 122 252
0.8753 199 26 0.8880 126 119
0.8753 213 191 0.8880 157 124
0.8753 311 90 0.8880 335 89
0.8753 541 237 0.8880 543 203
H02 0.8764 1106(+8) 44 Acceptor 0.9013 1594(-1) 112
H02 0.8690 1486(+94) 74 Donor 0.9013 1620(+ 25) 99
H2O 0.9013 1590(-5) 105 Donor 0.8819 3615(-42) 181
H02 0.8425 3331(-105) 437 Acceptor 0.8819 3653(-4) 27
H2O 0.8819 3652(-5) 34 Donor 0.8809 3733(-23) 105
H2O 0.8809 3749(-7) 106 Acceptor 0.8809 3749(-7) 89
a. The values in parentheses are frequency-shifts compared to the same
mode of the monomer (experimental values).
b. The fragment in the complex mainly involved in the vibrational mode.
IR_INT. is the IR intnsity in KM/MOLE.
S.F. is the scaling factor.
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In order to give the most reasonable prediction of harmonic frequencies of
complexes H20.H02 and H20.H20, the new scaling factors are calculated for
each mode of monomers as the ratio of the experimental data and the calculated
frequency of the same mode. Then the average of those scaling factors is used for
the low frequency modes in the complex. The results are presented in Table
XVII (only for 6-31G** basis set). The calculated scaling factor is 0.8753 for
H20.H02 and 0.8880 for H20.H20.
Comparing the frequency-shift between the complexes H20.H02 and
H 20.H 20, which are shown in Table XVII, the OH stretch mode of donor
fragment shifts quite differently, with the H20.H02 shift 105 cm-! and H20. H20
shift 42 cm-!, which means the H20.H02 has a stronger interaction energy than
H20·H20.
Total energies of H20.H02 and H20. H20 at the SCF and MP2 levels are
shown in Table XVIII with their symmetries and <S2> values. The <S2> values
are very close to its pure doublet value 0.75. In the SCF level, the <S2> value is
in the range of 0.7598 to 0.7689, with the 4-31G highest and 6-31G** lowest. The
UMP2 calculations reduce the <S2> value to better results. The <S2> value in
UMP2 level is in the range of 0.7505 to 0.7513, also with 4-31G highest and
6-31G** lowest. The <S2> value changes with basis sets are shown in Figure 6
with monomer H02. From Figure 6, basis set 6-31G** not only gives the lowest
<S2> values in both SCF and UMP2 level, but also gives the least different
TABLE XVIII
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
H20·H02 AND H20. H20 [a]
Symmetry E <S2::> L\E
H2O.H02
4-31G//4-31G Czv -225.89251 0.7689 -12.939
6-31G//6-31G Czv -226.11887 0.7651 -12.381
D-95//D95 Czv -226.19011 0.7653 -11.803
6-31G**//6-31G** C1 -226.21363 0.7598 -8.390
D-95**//D95** C1 -226.27829 0.7614 -7.536
UMP2/4-31G//4-31G Czv -226.24541 0.7605 -14.332
UMP2/6-31G//6-31G Czv -226.46922 0.758Q -13.673
UMP2/D-95//D95 Czv -226.52904 0.7571 -13.366
UMP2/6-31G**//6-31G** C1 -226.744]3 0.7513 -11.076
UMP2/D-95**//D95** C1 -226.8023.8 0.7520 -9.733
H2O·H02
4-31G//4-31G Cs -151.83038 -8.220
6-31G//6-31G Cs -151.98322 -7.844
D-95//D95 Cs -152.03419 -7.646
6-31G**//6-31G** Cs -152.05606 -5.535
D-95**//D95** Cs -152.10188 -5.008
MP2/4-31G//4-31G Cs -152.08613 -8.892
MP2/6-31G//6-31G Cs -152.23748 -8.396
MP2/D-95//D95 Cs -152.28364 -8.547
MP2/6-31G**//6-31G** Cs -152.44950 -7.141
MP2/D-95**//D95** Cs -152.49397 -6.143
a. The geometries were optimized by the specific,basis sets; E's are in a.u.,
L\E in kcal/mole. H20. H02 is calculated by UHF and UMP2. H20. H20 is
calculated by RHF and MP2. I
<S2> value between H02 and H20. H02.
Again the binding energies calculated by unpolarized basis sets are much
larger than those derived by polarized basis sets. Also, the binding energy of
I
H20. H02 is about 1.5 times larger than that of H20. H20.
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The geometries of H20. H20 and H20. H02 optimized by 6-31G** are used
to do the 6-311G**, 6-311+G**, 6-311++G** and 6-311+G(2d,lp) calculations
at the SCF and MP2 levels. The results for these one point calculations are
shown in Table XIX. The <S2> values are also shown in Figure 6. They are
close but a little higher than those derived by 6-31G**. The binding energies are
TABLE XIX
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
H20, H02, H20. H02 AND H20. H20 USING THE GEOMETRIES
OPTIMIZED BY BASIS SET 6-31G** [a]
Basis set E(H02) <S2> E(H20.H02) <S2> aE
6-311G** -150.21874 0.7594 -226.27928 0.7599 -8.503
6-311+G** -150.22315 0.7613 -226.28776 0.7622 -7.097
6-311++G** -150.22328 0.7613 -226.28800 0.7622 -7.091
6-311+G(2d,lp) -150.22799 0.7624 -226.29268 0.7633 -6.570
MP2/6-31lG** -150.58522 0.7515 -226.86643 0.7516 -11.22
MP2/6-311 +G** -150.59333 0.7527 -226.88262 0.7530 -9.532
MP2/6-311 + +G** -150.59352 0.7527 -226.88307 0.7530 -9.570
MP2/6-311 +G(2d,lp) -150.62734 0.7527 -226.93125 0.7530 -9.268
E(H2O) E(H2O·H2O) aE
6-311G** -76.04699 -152.10284 -5.560
6-31l+G** -76.05330 -152.11397 -4.625
6-311++G** -76.05342 -152.11416 -4.593
6-311 +G(2d,lp) -76.05422 -152.11537 -4.384
MP2/6-311G** -76.26333 -152.53774 -6.953
MP2/6-311+G** -76.27410 -152.55741 -5.779
MP2/6-311++G** -76.27430 -152.55784 -5.798
MP2/6-311 +G(2d,lp) -76.28914 -152.58730 -5.706
a. E's are in a.u. and aE's are in kcal/mole. H02 and H20. H02 are
calculated by UHF and UMP2. H20 and H20. H20 are calculated
by RHF and MP2.
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also shown in Table XIX.
In the SCF level, the binding energies of H20. H20 are in the range of -4.384
to -5.535 kcaIlmoI. Those are in the range of or smaller than experimental data
of -5.4±0.7 kcal/moI. But they are much lower than those derived from
unpolarized basis sets (-7.646 to -8.220 kcaIlmol). But in the MP2 level, the
binding energies of H20. H20 are in the range of -5.706 to -7.141 kcallmol, which
are in the range of or higher than experimental data. Also they are much lower
than those derived from unpolarized basis sets (-8.547 to -8.892 kcaIlmol). It
seems the electron correlation gives too much correction to the binding energy.
Comparing to those results of H20. H20, the binding energies of H20. H02 in the
SCF level are in the range of -6.570 to -8.390 kcallmol, while in the MP2 level, the
binding energies of H20. H20 are in the range of -9.268 to -11.076 kcaIlmoI.
They are all lower than those derived from unpolarized basis sets.
The BSSE energies are calculated for the H20. H02 and H20. H20 systems.
The results are shown in Table XX and Figure 11. Except those calculated
by 6-311G**, the BSSE energies become smaller when more extensive basis sets
are used. This is consistent with the BSSE concept: when basis sets become
infinite, the BSSE energies should become zero. The BSSE energies derived from
MP2 level are about twice larger than those derived from SCF level in both
complexes.
After BSSE correction, apparently the binding energies of H20. H20 derived
in SCF level are too low. But in the MP2 level, the binding energies is in the
range of -4.649 to -5.301 kcal/mol, which are in the lower bound of experimental
TABLE XX
BSSE ESTIMATES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
HzO·HOz AND HzO·HOz [a]
E(BSSE) 4E'
HzO·HOz
D95**//D95** 0.438 -7.536 to -7.098
6-31G** [b] 1.255 -8.390 to -7.135
6-311G** [b] 1.870 -8.503 to -6.633
6-311+G** [b] 0.872 -7.097 to -6.225
6-311++G** [b] 0.868 -7.091 to -6.223
6-311 +G(2d,lp) [b] 0.684 -6.570 to -5.886
UMP2/D95**//D95** 1.359 -9.733 to -8.374
UMP2/6-31G** [b] 2.327 -11.076 to -8.749
UMP2/6-311G** [b] 3.206 -11.220 to -8.014
UMP2/6-311 +G** [b] 1.928 -9.532 to -7.604
UMP2/6-311 + +G** [b] 1.968 -9.570 to -7.602
UMP2/6-311 +G(2d,lp) [b] 1.406 -9.268 to -7.862
HzO·HOz [a]
6-31G** [b] 0.984 -5.535 to -4.551
6-311G** [b] 1.466 -5.560 to -4.094
6-311+G** [b] 0.575 -4.625 to -4.050
6-311++G** [b] 0.549 -4.593 to -4.044
6-311 +G(2d,lp) [b] 0.505 -4.384 to -3.879
MP2/6-31G** [b] 1.840 -7.141 to -5.301
MP2/6-311G** [b] 2.610 -6.953 to -4.343
MP2/6-311 +G** [b] 1.302 -5.779 to -4.477
MP2/6-311++G** [b] 1.329 -5.798 to -4.469
MP2/6-311 +G(2d,lp) [b] 1.057 -5.706 to -4.649
exp.[13] -5.4±0.7
[c] -4.7±0.35
[d] -4.6 to -5.3
a. All energies in kcal/mol; 4E's are the range of binding energy.
b. based on geometries optimized by 6-31G**.
c. from ref.3 calculated by perturbation method.
d. from ref.5 calculated by
MP4/6-311 + +G(3df,3dp)//MP2/6-311 + +G(2d,2p).
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Figure 11. BSSE calculated for HOz"HOz and HOz"HzO systems.
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data of -5.4±O.7 kcal/moI. So it might suggest that the BSSE energies are
overestimated. For the case of H 20.H02, after BSSE correction, the binding
energies derived in SCF level are in the range of -5.886 to -7.135 kcal/mol, while
those derived in the UMP2 level are in the range of -7.862 to -8.749 kcal/mol.
If we took the mp2/6-311 +G(2d,1p)//6-31G** calculation as the best results
and treat the BSSE energy as partially in effect, then the binding energy is in the
range of -9.3 to -7.9 kcal/mol for H 20·H02 and -5.7 to -4.7 kcal/mol for
H 20.H20. Our results indicate the previous binding energy for H20.H02 is near
the upper bound. Our result of H20. H20 binding energy is consistent with
previous work of -4.7±0.35 by perturbation method [3] and -4.6 to -5.3 kcal/mol by
MP4/6-311++G(3df,3dp)//MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) [5] and -5.4±O.7
kcal/mol of experimental data [13].
CHAPTER IV
As mentioned before, "odd hydrogen" radicals HO and H02 are very
important species in the atmospheric chemistry. Those two species can be
converted to each other by H20 2 by the following reactions:
H02 + H02 ----> H20 2 + 02
H20 2 + hv ----> HO + HO
H20 2 + HO ----> H20 + H02
In the natural troposphere, H20 2 is produced mainly by H02 self-reaction and
destroyed by photochemical reactions and washout. H20 2 is much more stable
than HO and H02, especially at night. So H20 2 is the reservoir of the "odd
hydrogen" family. Also because H20 2 has two hydrogen binding sites to two
oxygen, it would be expected to form fairly stable hydrogen binding with water
molecules.
MONOMER PROPERTIES OF H20 AND H20 2
Before presenting our results for the complexes, we begin with an
examination of the properties of the monomers. The results of geometry
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optimization of monomers H20 and H20 2 at the SCF level are shown in Table
XXI along with experimental data. The results of H20 shown in Table XXI is
just for easy comparison. Once again, polarized basis sets give more accurate
angle descriptions and dipole moment values, but are somewhat short in
calculated bond lengths, while unpolarized basis sets give more accurate bond
length description. Especially, the basis sets of 4-31G and 6-31G give almost
planar structures (179.8 and 179.6). The dihydral angle (144.3) of H20 2 derived
from D95 is better than those from 4-31G and 6-31G. The 6-31G** gives the best
geometry description in the general sense.
In Table XXII, the harmonic frequencies are reported for monomers, and
again compared with experiment. The data were scaled by 0.9 to remove
TABLE XXI
OPTIMIZED GEOMETRIES OF H20 AND H20 2 [a]
Basis set
Parameter Exp.
4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
H2O
0-Hl,2 0.950 0.950 0.951 0.943 0.944 0.958 b
HI0H2 111.2 111.6 112.5 106.0 106.6 104.5
]L(D) 2.486 2.501 2.530 2.148 2.180 1.85 c
H20 2
H1,4-02,3 0.955 0.954 0.956 0.946 0.947 0.965 d
02-01 1.468 1.462 1.444 1.396 1.391 1.452
HI0203 100.8 101.2 102.8 102.3 102.8 100.0
HI0203H4 179.8 179.6 144.3 116.3 113.8 119.1
/-L(D) 0.006 0.015 1.391 1.925 2.003 1.57 e
a. Geometrical parameters are given in A and degrees.
b. reE54. c. reE55. d. reE68. e. reE69.
systematic error [39]. After the scaling, the data are very comparable with
experimental data, especially for the polarized basis sets. The torsion mode of
H20 2 derived from 4-31G, 6-31G and D95 is much smaller than that of
experimental data, which reflects the torsion angle problem in the geometry
optimization. Since the scaled data are still somewhat different from the
experimental data, the scaling factor will be designed for each high frequency
mode for the 6-31G** basis set to get our best estimates of frequencies for the
complex.
The total energies in SCF and MP2 level were reported in Table XXIII.
TABLE XXII
CALCULATED FREQUENCIES WITH EXPERIMENTAL
MEASURED AND HARMONIC (IN PARENTHESES)
FREQUENCIES OF H20 AND H20 2 (IN CM-I)
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4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95** EXP.[a]
H2O
s-stretch 3563 3590 3625 3732 3748 3657 (3832)
bend 1568 1563 1540 1593 1576 1995 (1649)
a-stretch 3699 3731 3783 3838 3858 3756 (3942)
H20 2
oh stretch 3569 3599 3635 3737 3752 3607
oh bend 1484 1489 1466 1454 1444 1394
00 stretch 925 915 960 1035 1051 864
torsion 78 46 179 348 370 317
oh stretch 3579 3609 3639 3738 3753 3608
oh bend 1144 1146 1188 1327 1327 1266
a. The harmonic frequencies of H20 are from ref.64 and H20 2
are from ref.70.
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TABLE XXIII
TOTAL ENERGIES (AU) OF H20 AND H 20 2 [a]
4-31G
6-31G
D95
6-31G**
D95**
E(SCF) E(MP2)
-75.90864 -76.03598
-75.98536 -76.11205
-76.01100 -76.13501
-76.02362 -76.21906
-76.04695 -76.24209
4-31G
6-31G
D95
6-31G**
D95**
-150.55991
-150.71001
-150.75671
-150.77697
-150.82011
-150.81502
-150.96317
-151.00104
-151.14832
-151.18792
a. geometries optimized by specified basis set.
GEOMETRIES OF H20. H20 2
Del Bene[34] used the minimum basis set STO-3G to calculate this system
with fixed monomer geometry and found two stable complex structures. In one
(labeled WP) H20 is a hydrogen donor, and in the other (labeled PW) H20 2 is
the hydrogen donor. The dissociation energy is 7.64 kcal/mol for the PW form
which is more than twice as strong as that in the WP form. The 0--0 distance
(closer one) is 2.67 A for the PW form and 2.85 A for the WP form. From Del
Bene's results, H20 is more likely to be a hydrogen acceptor, as in the complexes
H20. HO and H20. H02• We started with several different orientations shown in
Figure 12, but found only the PW form as the energy minimum which has no
symmetry at all. In this complex, the geometries of 6-31G** and D95** are very
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Figure 12. Orientations considered for H20. H20 2 system.
Figure 13. Optimized structure of H20. H20 2•
close. Specifically, the geometry of 6-31G** is shown in the Figure 13.
The optimized geometries are presented in the Table XXIV. The
geometries obtained from the unpolarized basis sets are apparently different from
those obtained by polarized basis sets. The dihydral angles of H20 2 optimized by
4-31G and 6-31G are almost 180°. This error is still reflected in the geometries of
complexes optimized by unpolarized basis sets: the twist angle is 159.3° in the
fragment of H20 2 by 4-31G, 159.8° by 6-31G and 147.0° by D95, respectively. But
the twist angle is 113.3° in both case of 6-31G** and D95**. The 0--0 distance is
in the range of 2.668 A to 2.691 A in the geometries optimized by unpolarized
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TABLE XXIV
OPTIMIZED STRUcrURES OF HzO·HzOz [a]
Parameter 4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
symmetry C1 C1 C1 C1 C1
01-H2 0.949 0.948 0.950 0.943 0.945
01-H3 0.953 0.952 0.953 0.945 0.947
01---04 2.668 2.676 2.691 2.828 2.856
01---06 2.811 2.819 2.903 2.916 2.955
H5-04 0.968 0.967 0.968 0.952 0.953
04-06 1.471 1.465 1.448 1.398 1.394
06-H7 0.954 0.953 0.955 0.945 0.947
H201H3 113.1 113.4 113.8 107.1 107.2
H201H5 138.8 142.3 142.5 126.5 126.8
01H504 150.3 149.9 152.6 147.3 147.6
H50406 99.2 99.7 101.1 101.4 101.9
0406H7 101.5 101.9 103.1 102.4 102.7
H301H2H5 131.4 142.0 163.6 101.8 102.8
H201H504 133.9 144.1 164.7 113.4 114.5
01H50406 0.6 0.7 4.6 9.8 10.2
H50406H7 159.3 159.8 147.0 113.3 113.3
p.(D) 2.660 2.749 3.228 2.279 2.296
a. Geometric parameters are given in A and degrees.
basis sets and 2.828 A to 2.856 A when optimized by polarized basis sets. The
O--HO angle is 150 to 1540 in the geometries optimized by unpolarized basis sets
and about 1470 in those optimized by polarized basis sets. HzOz is no longer in
symmetry in the complex shown in Figure 13.3 with the hydrogen-bonded OH
bond in HzOz 0.006 A longer than the second OH bond in the 6-31G** case. Also
the 6-31G** case gives the lowest dipole moment of 2.279.
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VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES OF H20. H20 2
The harmonic frequencies are reported in Table XXV. The data were scaled
by 0.90. Similar to H20. HO and H20.H02, the modes mainly from the H20
fragment were little changed. But for the modes mainly contributed from the
H20 2 fragment, one of O-H stretching mode, which is close to the H20 fragment
geometically, shifts to red about 90 em-lin both 6-31G** and D95** cases, while
shifts to red about 200 cm-l in all unpolarized basis sets. Another H-O stretching
mode oppositely shifts to blue only a little (3 - 19 em-I). Also, two bending modes
in H20 2 shift to blue by 20 to 70 em-I.
TABLE XXV
CALCULATED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES OF H20·H20 2 (em-I) [a]
[b] 4-31G 6-31G D95 6-31G** D95**
92 87 49 100 85
114 100 122 119 134
124 114 132 187 173
242 236 230 217 228
252 253 262 258 261
419 401 369 383 367
654 632 641 579 582
H20 2 919 (-6) 909 (-6) 952 (-8) 1027(-8) 1044(-7)
H20 2 1211(+67) 1213(+67) 1234(+46) 1353(+26) 1348(+21)
H20 2 1542(+58) 1542(+53) 1536(+70) 1506(+52) 1496(+52)
H2O 1574(+6) 1570(+7) 1559(+ 19) 1584(-9) 1577(+ 1)
H20 2 3352(-217) 3390(-209) 3436(-199) 3647(-90) 3661(-91)
H2O 3564(+1) 3593(+3) 3631(+6) 3723(-9) 3733(-15)
H20 2 3589(+10) 3618(+19) 3650(+11) 3742(+4) 3756(+3)
H2O 3705(+6) 3738(+7) 3780(-3) 3830(-8) 3842(-16)
a. The values in parentheses are frequency-shifts compared to the same
mode of the monomer (calculated values).
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TABLE XXVI
CALIBRATED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES
OF H20.H20 2 (em-I) BY 6-31G** [a]
[b] S.F. freq. IR INT.
0.855 95 38
0.855 113 162
0.855 177 13
0.855 206 148
0.855 245 88
0.855 364 78
0.855 550 291
H20 2 0.752 858(-6) 3
H20 2 0.8587 1291(+25) 108
H20 2 0.8630 1444(+50) 34
H2O 0.9013 1587(-8) 117
H20 2 0.8686 3520(-87) 272
H2O 0.8819 3648(-9) 37
H20 2 0.8687 3612(+4) 56
H2O 0.8809 3749(-7) 106
a. The values in parentheses are frequency-shifts compared to the same
mode of the monomer (experimental values).
S.P. is the scaling factor.
IR INT is the IR intensity in KM/MOLE.
b. The fragment in the complex mainly involved in the vibrational mode.
In order to give the most reasonable prediction of harmonic frequencies of
complexes H20. H20 2• a new scaling factor is designated for each mode of
monomers by dividing the experimental data by the calculated frequency for the
same mode. Then the average of those scaling factors is used for those low
frequency modes in the complex. The results are presented in Table XXVI. The
average scaling factor is 0.855 for the 6-31G** basis set.
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The total energies of both SCF and MP2 levels and binding energies of
H20. H20 2 were shown in the Table XXVII. Again the unpolarized basis sets
gave
50% more binding energy than the polarized basis sets did. But the polarized
basis sets give more electron correlation correction energies, twice more than
those by unpolarized basis sets.
TABLE XXVII
ENERGIES OF H20.H20 2 CALCULATED
BY FULLY OPTIMIZED GEOMETRIES
E(H20 •H20 2) (au) AE(kcal/mol)
4-31G//4-31G -226.48658 -11.314
6-31G//6-31G -226.71246 -10.724
D95//D95 -226.78350 -9.908
6-31G**//6-31G** -226.81253 -7.492
D95**//D95** -226.87727 -6.407
MP2/4-31G//4-31G -226.87056 -12.274
MP2/6-31G//6-31G -227.09358 -11.521
MP2/D95//D95 -227.15358 -11.000
MP2/6-31G**//6-31G** -227.38286 -9.714
MP2/D95**//D95** -227.44342 -8.415
Like the systems H20. HO and H20. HOz, higher basis set calculations were
performed upon the geometries optimized by 6-31G**. The results were shown in
Table XXVIII. In the SCF level, calculated by polarized basis sets, the binding
energy is in the range of -5.993 to -7.492 kcal/mol, with more extensive basis sets
responding to smaller binding energy (absolute value), which are much lower than
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those derived by unpolarized basis sets (-9.908 to -11.314 kcal/mol). In the MP2
level, calculated by,Polarized basis sets, the binding energy is in the range of
-7.825 to -9.714 kcal/mol, with more extensive basis sets responding to smaller
binding energy (absolute value), which are much lower than those derived by
unpolarized basis sets too (-11.000 to -12.274 kcal/mol).
TABLE XXVIII
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF H20. H20 2
SYSTEM USING THE GEOMETRIES OPTIMIZED
BY BASIS SET 6-31G** [aJ
E(H2O) E(H20 2) E(H20 . H20 2) aE
6-311G** -76.04699 -150.82028 -226.87907 -7.405
6-311+G** -76.05330 -150.82548 -226.88837 -6.018
6-311++G** -76.05342 -150.82566 -226.88863 -5.993
MP2/6-311G** -76.26333 -151.22948 -227.50810 -9.595
MP2/6-311 +G** -76.27410 -151.24035 -227.52690 -7.812
MP2/6-311++G** -76.27430 -151.24062 -227.52739 -7.825
a. E's are in a.u. and aE's are in kcal/mole.
The results of BSSE calculation are shown in Table XXIX. Their changes
with basis sets are displayed in Figure 14. In general, the BSSE is reduced with
more extensive basis sets. The BSSE calculated in the MP2 level is about twice
larger than those calculated in the SCF level. Although the binding energies in
the MP2 level are much larger than those in SCF level, after BSSE correction,
they are closer to each other (SCF level: -5.306 to -5.947 kcal/mol; MP2 level:
-5.962 to -6.822 kcal/mol). As mentioned earlier, the BSSE may be overestimated
in the calculation (as suggested by the experimental data for H20. H20). So, if
we take the BSSE as uncertain, the binding energy calculated by
MP2/6-311++G**//6-31G** is in the range of -7.8 to -6.0 kcal/mol, which
indicates the Del Bene's result ( -7.6 kcal/mol [34]) is near the upper bound.
TABLE XXIX
BSSE ESTIMATES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF HzO.HzOz [a]
E(BSSE) ~E'
D95**//D95** 0.597 -6.407 to -5.810
6-31G** [b] 1.545 -7.492 to -5.947
6-311G** [b] 1.853 -7.405 to -5.552
6-311+G** [b] 0.712 -6.018 to -5.306
6-311++G** [b] 0.538 -5.993 to -5.455
MP2/D95**//D95** 1.752 -8.415 to -6.663
MP2/6-31G** [b] 2.892 -9.714 to -6.822
MP2/6-311G** [b] 3.321 -9.595 to -6.274
MP2/6-311 +G** [b] 1.695 -7.812 to -6.117
MP2/6-311++G** [b] 1.863 -7.825 to -5.962
[c] -7.6
a. All energies in kcal/mol; ~E'is the range of binding energy.
b. based on geometries optimized by 6-31G**.
c. from ref.34, calculated by STO-3G.
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Figure 14. BSSE calculated for H20. H20 2 system.
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CHAPTER V
H20. 0 3 SYSTEM
Ozone plays an important role in tropospheric photochemistry. In the lower
atmosphere, ozone is mainly produced by diffusion from the stratosphere and in
photochemical smog. It has a concentration of 0 to 0.05 ppm in nonpo]]uted air
and 0 to 0.5 ppm in photochemical smog. Because it shields the earth's surface
from damaging ultraviolet radiation from the sun, the change of ozone level in the
atmosphere would affect the global environment seriously. Because of
depletion of the ozone layer in the stratosphere, ozone attracts more and more
scientist's attention. Ozone is photolyzed according to the reactions:
03 + hv (A =::; 310 nm) ----> 02 + OeD)
0 3 + hv (A ~ 310 nm) ----> 02 + Oep)
We ask whether there are any species which will form complexes with 03 and
change these reaction mechanisms. On the other hand, ozone is a relatively
unstable species which is easily destroyed by various chemical processes. Is it
possible an ozone-water complex would increase the stability of ozone?
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In the H20. 03 system, H20 could not be a hydrogen-acceptor, but it could
be a hydrogen donor to form hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, the middle °
atom of the 03 is positively charged and this middle ° atom could be bonded to
the ° atom in H20 to form an 0--0 complex.
GEOMETRIES OF H20, 0 3 AND H20. 03
The structures of H20. 0 3 were tested for several formations of bifurcated
complexes, 0--0 bonded complexes and linear form, shown in Figure 15. Both
bifurcated and 0--0 bonded complexes could be chair (I,III), boat (Il,VI) and
planar (IV,V). Excepting the linear form VII, all structures have at least planar
symmetry. Two planar forms have the higher symmetry of Czv. All these forms
were initially used to optimize the structure using the 6-31G** basis set. Three
stationary points were found: two planar forms (IV and V) and one boat form VI
of 0--0 bonded complex. In the form VI, the alpha and beta angles are defined
in figure 16. Alpha angle is the angle between the bisector of HOH and 0 ...0
line. The beta angle is the angle between the bisector of 000 and 0 ...0 line.
From the above other system studies, it is obvious that at least the polarized
functions should be included in the basis sets, and we demonstrated that the basis
set 6-31G** gives a very good geometrical description. So, in the H20. 03 studies,
only the basis set 6-31G** or more extensive basis sets were used.
The results of the SCF geometry optimization of H20. 03 are presented in
Table XXX with the monomer structures. The bond lengths of monomers are a
little shorter (98.4% by 6-31G** and 98.2% by 6-311G** for H20, 94.7% by
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Figure 15. Possible structures of H20. 03'
'l I,
Figure 16. Optimized structure of H20. 03'
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6-31G** and 93.9% by 6-311G** for 03) than the experimental data [54,71] and
the bond angles are a little larger (101.0% to 102.1%) than experimental data
[54,71]. Although geometry optimization by the electron correlation method could
give very accurate geometries as shown in calculation of 03 [73 - 76], we still
optimized the geometries in SCF level since the geometry optimization of H20. 03
is limited by the computer system we used. Comparing the complexes with their
monomer structures derived with the same basis sets, the bond lengths of
monomers in the complex have very little change, which means the interreaction
between H20 and 0 3 is very weak. The complex bonding of O--H in planar is
2.666 A (6-31G**) and 2.657 A (6-311G**) in form IV. In form VI, the distance
between two middle ° atoms of two monomers is 2.873 A by 6-31G** and 2.838 A
by 6-311G**. In form V, the distance between two middle ° atoms of two
monomers is 3.099 A by 6-31G** and 3.104 A by 6-311G**. The alpha and beta
angles in the form VI are 130.3° and 90.3° by 6-31G**, 141.3° and 90.9° by
6-311G**, respectively. In fact, form V is related to form VI as a and f3 both
equal 180°. Form IV is related to form VI as a and f3 both equal 0°. The forms
I, II and III can be related to form VI as a and f3 are equal to some specific
numbers. The structures suggest the binding energies might be small. The dipole
moments in planar forms are much larger than those of the boat form of the 0--0
bonded complex, even larger than the dipole moments of two monomers together,
which suggests the binding energies of planar forms could be overestimated by the
large dipole moment [60].
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TABLE XXX
OPTIMIZED STRUcrURES OF H20, 0 3 AND H20.03 [a]
Basis set
Parameter Exp.
6-31G** 6-311G**
H2O
0-H1,2 0.943 0.941 0.958 b
H10H2 106.0 105.5 104.5
/L(D) 2.148 2.138 1.85 c
°3
0-02,3 1.204 1.194 1.272 d
02003 119.0 119.2 116.8
/L(D) 0.826 0.866 0.53 e
H20. °3 form IV
01-H2,H3 0.943 0.941
01-05 3.835 3.821
04-H2 (06-H3) 2.666 2.657
05-04,06 1.204 1.194
H201H3 105.1 104.7
040506 119.0 119.2
/L(D) 3.234 3.261
H20·03 form V
01-H2,H3 0.943 0.941
01-05 3.099 3.104
04-H2 (06-H3) 4.289 4.288
05-04,06 1.204 1.194
H201H3 106.1 105.6
040506 118.7 119.0
/L(D) 3.137 3.160
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TABLE XXX
OPTIMIZED STRUcrURES OF H20, 03 AND H20. °3 [a]
(continued)
Basis set
Parameter
H20·03 form VI
01-H2,H3
01-05
05-04,06
H201H3
040506
a
f3
JL(D)
6-31G**
0.943
2.873
1.203
106.2
118.9
130.3
90.3
1.723
6-311G**
0.941
2.838
1.193
105.8
119.1
141.3
90.9
1.867
Exp.
a. Geometric parameters are given in A and degrees.
b. reL54. c.reL55. d. reL71. e. reL72.
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES OF H20, 03 AND H20·03
The harmonic frequencies were calculated at the SCF level by the 6-31G**
and 6-311G** basis sets. For H20, the calculated frequencies are close to
experimental data [61] (7.3% larger). For 03' the calculated frequencies are much
larger than experimental data [77] (29.6% larger). So, the scaling factor is
developed for each mode in the monomers by dividing the experimental data by
the calculated frequency for the same mode. Then the average of those scaling
factors is used for the low frequency modes in the complex. The results are
presented in Table XXXI.
For the two planar forms of IV and V, negative frequencies were found. If we
check the force moments, those two planar forms have negative eigenvalues. Only
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TABLE XXXI
CALCULATED FREQUENCIES WITH EXPERIMENTAL
MEASURED AND HARMONIC (IN PARANTHESES)
FREQUENCIES OF H20, 03 AND H20·03 (CM-I )
sym. 6-31G** 6-311G** EXP. [a]
H2O
bend 1770 1751 1595 (1649)
s-stretch 4147 4142 3657 (3832)
a-stretch 4264 4237 3756 (3942)
°3
bend 764 785 716
s-stretch 1309 1284 1089
a-stretch 1384 1388 1135
H2O·03
[b] sym. S.F. 6-31G** IR Int. S.F. 6-311G** IR into
form VI
An 0.8324 51 5.9 0.8334 48 1.0
A' 0.8324 52 97 0.8334 53 160
An 0.8324 65 54 0.8334 75 47
A' 0.8324 96 49 0.8334 91 47
An 0.8324 139 12 0.8334 142 17
A' 0.8324 145 212 0.8334 143 138
°3 A' 0.8431 720 13 0.8214 720 17
°3 An 0.7489 1091 772 0.7630 1094 851
°3 A' 0.7382 1141 0.7 0.7358 1142 1.2
H2O A' 0.9013 1595 110 0.9109 1596 88
H2O A' 0.8819 3657 23 0.8829 3657 25
H2O An 0.8809 3755 68 0.8864 3756 69
TABLE XXXI
CALCULATED FREQUENCIES WITH EXPERIMENTAL
MEASURED AND HARMONIC (IN PARANTHESES)
FREQUENCIES OF H20, 03 AND H20. 03 (CM-!)
(continued)
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[b] sym. S.F. 6-31G** IR Int. S.F. 6-311G** IR into
form IV
i
0.8324 31
0.8324 60
0.8324 68
0.8324 110
0.8324 232
°3 0.8431 720
0 3 0.7489 1085
°3 0.7382 1137
H2O 0.9013 1603
H2O 0.8819 3666
H2O 0.8809 3757
form V
i
0.8324 35
0.8324 64
0.8324 67
0.8324 119
0.8324 217
°3 0.8431 702
0 3 0.7489 1114
°3 0.7382 1125
H2O 0.9013 1621
H2O 0.8819 3674
H2O 0.8809 3779
a. The frequencies of H20 are from ref.61 and ref. 39. 03 are from ref.77.
b. The fragment in thecomplex mainly involved in the vibrational mode
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the boat form of complex (form VI) has all positive eigenvalues. Later we will
show that the total energies of boat form VI is lower than those of the two planar
forms IV and V.
The high frequency modes in the complex which are mainly from monomer
frequency modes are very close to their monomers', especially the H20 fragment.
Table XXXII presents the total energies for monomers and three forms of
complexes at the SCF and MP2 levels. In order to see how low the two planar
forms are, their energies are calculated too. Using the 6-31G** basis set, the
energies of planar form IV and V are 0.64 and 1.21 kcal/mol higher than that of
the true minimum structure, respectively. In the 6-31lG** case, the energies of
planar form IV and V are 0.85 and 1.49 kcal/mol higher than that of the true
minimum structure, respectively.
Because the two planar forms (form IV and V) are only the stationary points,
there is no need to do further calculations with more extensive basis sets. For the
boat form VI, which is a true energy minimum, the geometries optimized by both
6-31G** and 6-311G** will be used to do one-point calculation by more extensive
basis sets of 6-311+G** and 6-311++G**.
The binding energies calculated using 6-31G**, 6-311G**, and 6-311+G** in
the MP2 level are in the range of -2.9 to -3.5 kcal/mol. If we compare the MP2
results of 6-311G** and 6-311 +G** based on geometries of 6-31G** and
6-311 +G** in Table XXXII, we could find the geometry effect to the total
TABLE XXXII
TOTAL ENERGIES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF
H20·03 SYSTEM [a]
E(SCF) AE(SCF) E(MP2) AE(MP2)
H 2O
6-31G**//6-31G** -76.02362 -76.21906
6-311G**//6-31G** -76.04699 -76.26333
6-311 +G**//6-31G** -76.05330 -76.27410
6-311 + +G**//6-31G** -76.05342 -76.27430
6-311G**//6-311G** -76.04701 -76.26327
6-311 +G**//6-311G** -76.05329 -76.27400
°3
6-31G**//6-31G** -224.26144 -224.84907
6-311G**//6-31G** -224.32233 -224.96518
6-311 +G**//6-31G** -224.32927 -224.97882
6-311G**//6-311G** -224.32264 -224.96128
6-311 +G**//6-311G** -224.32960 -224.97495
H20·03 form VI
6-31G**//6-31G** -300.28910 -2.537 -301.07275 -2.898
6-311G**//6-31G** -300.37383 -2.833 -301.23331 -3.012
6-311 +G**//6-31G** -300.38676 -2.631 -301.25841 -3.446
6-311 + +G**//6-31G** -300.38686 -2.617
6-311G**//6-311G** -300.37421 -2.859 -301.22938 -3.029
6-311 +G**//6-311G** -300.38717 -2.684 -301.25458 -3.532
H20·03 form IV
6-31G**//6-31G** -300.28808 -1.897
6-311G* *//6-311G* * -300.37281 -1.980
H20·03 form V
6-31G**//6-31G** -300.28718 -1.332
6-311G**//6-311G** -300.37180 -1.347
a. E's are in a.u. and AE's are in kcal/mol.
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energies of complexes are only 0.017 kcal/mol. So our higher basis sets one point
energy calculation would be acceptable.
The BSSE were estimated in both the SCF and MP2 levels for the geometries
specified and the results were shown in Table XXXIII. The E(BSSE) of
6-311G** and 6-311 +G** were gradually decreased in SCF level, but not in MP2
level. The E(BSSE) in the SCF level is about one third of the binding energy in
the same level. For the MP2 level, the E(BSSE) is about half of the binding
energy. So the E(BSSE) for the H20. 03 is quite large. After the BSSE
correction, the binding energies in the SCF and MP2 levels are not much
TABLE XXXIII
ESSE ESTIMATES AND BINDING ENERGIES OF H20.03 [aJ
E(BSSE) AE'
SCF
6-31G**//6-31G** 1.003 -2.537 to -1.534
6-311G**//6-31G** 1.044 -2.833 to -1.789
6-311 +G**//6-31G** 0.848 -2.631 to -1.783
6-311G**//6-311G** 1.022 -2.859 to -1.837
6-311 +G**//6-311G** 0.876 -2.684 to -1.808
MP2
6-31G**//6-31G** 1.500 -2.898 to -1.398
6-311G**//6-31G** 1.540 -3.012 to -1.472
6-311 +G**//6-31G** 1.767 -3.446 to -1.679
6-311G**//6-311G** 1.501 -3.029 to -1.528
6-311 +G**//6-31lG** 1.824 -3.532 to -1.708
a. All energies in Kcal/mol. AE' is the range of binding enery.
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different (SCF: -1.534 to -1.808 kcal/mol; MP2: -1.398 to -1.708 kcal/mol). So the
binding energy is reduced to -1.8 kcal/mol, which means the H20. 03 is indeed a
very weak Van der Waals type of complex.
If we let the beta angle in the form VI change from 0° to 180° by using the
basis set 6-31G**, the results are shown in Figure 17. We can see that when beta
is 0°, the complex becomes form IV and the energy is 0.64 kcal/mol higher; when
beta is 1800, the complex becomes form V and the energy is 1.21 kcal/mol higher;
when beta is in between 0° to 90°, the complex becomes form II and the energy is
higher than form VI. So from this rotation barrier calculation, it also proved that
the form VI is energy minumum.
2.000.,------------------_--,
/0--
/'-~~,~ /'
0___ .........0
O. 000 +----t----+----~..::::~=---_t_--__+--__l
o 30 60 90 120 150 180
beta angle (degree)
Figure 17. Relative energies of H20. 03 with different beta angles.
CHAPTER VI
HzO· NO AND HzO. NOz SYSTEM
Nitric Oxide, NO, is a colorless gas while Nitrogen Dioxide, NOz, is a brown
gas. They are mainly released to the atmosphere by internal combustion engines,
conbustion of organic matter and lighting.
Nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide are important constituents in photochemical
smog. NO can serve as a catalyst in the depletion of ozone by the NOx family.
Ozone reacts with NO to form NOz and Oz. Then NOz reacts with atomic oxygen
to regenerate NO and form Oz. The NO is then ready again to react with 03'
This deletion routine is as following:
03(g) + NO(g) ----> NOz(g) + 0z(g)
NOz(g) + O(g) ----> NO(g) + 0z(g)
Net: 03(g) + O(g) ----> 2 0zCg)
In the NO and NOz molecules, the atom N is positively charged and the atom
° is negatively charged. So, for the NO, like the HzO.HO, the structure of the
complex, shown in Figure 18, was tested. For NOz, like HzO.03, possible
structures of the complexes, shown in Figure 19, were tested.
Figure 18. Structure of the H20. NO.
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Figure 19. Possible structures of H20. N02•
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GEOMETRIES OF HzO, NO, NOz, HzO. NO AND HzO. NOz
Like HZO. 03' only the basis set 6-31G** or more extensive basis sets were
used in these studies. The results of geometry optimization of the monomers
HzO, NO and NOz at the SCF level are shown in Table XXXIV along with
experimental data for purposes of comparison. Again, the bond length derived
from the basis sets 6-31G** and 6-311G** are shorter than the experimental bond
length. In the NO case, the bond length averages 2.5% shorter, while in the NOz
case, i~ 2.9% shorter; the bond angle in NOz is 1.6% larger than the experimental
data [78,79].
TABLE XXXIV
OPTIMIZED GEOMETRIES OF HzO, NO AND NOz [a]
Basis set
Parameter Exp.
6-31G** 6-311G**
HzO
O-Hl,2 0.950 0.950 0.958 b
Hl0H2 111.2 111.6 104.5
/.LCD) 2.486 2.501 1.85 c
NO
N-O 1.127 1.117 1.151 d
/.LCD) 0.210 0.203 1.9 e
NOz
N-Ol,2 1.165 1.156 1.193 f
01N02 136.1 136.3 134.1
/.LCD) 0.681 0.662 0.55 e
a. Geometrical parameters are given in A and degrees.
b. ref.54. c. ref.55. d. ref.78. e. ref.80. f. ref.79.
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The structure of H20. NO shown in Figure 19 was optimized. The optimized
geometry is presented in Table XXXV. Like the geometry of H20. HO optimized
by the basis set 6-31G**, the a angle is defined as the angle between the bisector
of the angle HOH and 0HOW--ONO and the f3 angle is the angle between ON and
0NO---OHOH' The ex is 134.7° and f3 is 58.6° by 6-31G**, while the ex is 150.2° and
f3 is 62.9° by 6-311G**.
TABLE XXXV
OPTIMIZED STRUCTURES OF H20·NO [a]
Basis set
Parameter
01-H2,H3
01-05
05-N4
H201H3
ex
f3
J.L(D)
6-31G**
0.943
3.478
1.127
106.0
134.7
58.6
2.445
6-311G**
0.941
3.430
1.117
105.6
150.1
62.9
2.449
a. Geometric parameters are given in A and degrees.
In the H20. HO and H20. HF, the O---H-O and O---H-F are almost in a
straight line. But in the H20. NO, the O---N-O is around 60°. The reason for this
large beta angle is the electric structure of atom N. The dipole moment of the
H20. NO is 2.45 D, which is little less than the dipole moment of H20 alone.
This is mainly caused by the triangle structure of O---N-O.
For H20. N02, several structures were optimized which are shown in Figure
19. Those structures include bifurcated complexes, N--O bonded complexes and
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linear forms. Both bifurcated and N--O bonded complexes could be chair (I,III),
boat (I1,VI) and planar (IV,V). Except the linear form VII, all other structures
have at least a planar symmetry. Two planar forms have the higher symmetry of
~. All those forms were initially used to optimize the structure using the
6-31G** basis set. Three stationary points were found: two planar forms and one
boat form VI of N--O bonded complex. In the form VI, the parameter ex and f3
are shown in Figure 20. The ex is the angle between the bisector of the HOH
and the O----N line. The f3 is the angle between the bisector of the ONO and
the N----O line.
't "
Figure 20. Optimized structure of H20. NOz.
The results of the SCF geometry optimization of H20. NOz are presented in
Table XXXVI. Comparing the complexes with their monomer structures, the
bond lengths of the monomers in the complex have very little change. The
complex bonding of O--H in planar is 2.653 A (6-31G**) and 2.669 A (6-311G**)
in form IV. In form V, the distance between the atom ° and atom N of the two
monomers is 2.873 A by 6-31G** and 2.838 A by 6-31lG**. In form VI, the
distance between the atom ° and atom N of the two monomers is 2.814 A by
6-31G** and 2.798 A by 6-31lG**. This distance is a little shorter than 0---0
distance in H20. 03'
The ex and f3 angles in the form VI are 139.8° and 107.3° by 6-31G**, 154.4°
and 106.4° by 6-311G**, respectively. So both the Ct and f3 angles are larger than
those in the H20. 03 complex. Just like H20. 03 system, form V is related to
form VI as the Ct and f3 angles are both equal to 180°. The form IV is related to
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form VI as the a and f3 angles are both equal to 0°. The form I, II and III can be
related to form VI as the a and f3 angles are equal to some specific numbers.
The structures of HzO •NO and HzO· NOz suggest the binding energies might
be small. This will be confirmed in the energy calculation.
ENERGIES OF HzO, NO, NOz, HzO. NO AND HzO· NOz
The total energies of the species in the HzO. NO system in SCF are reported
in Table XXXVII with their <Sz> values, if they are open-shell species. In the
SCF level, the <Sz> value is quite close to that of a pure doublet wavefunction
(0.75). The largest <Sz> is 0.7680 for NO in basis set 6-31G** case. The
difference of <8z> values between NO and HzO· NO is very small. The binding
energies of HzO·NO, showed in Table XXXVII, are -1.19 kcal/mol by basis set
6-31G** and -1.17 kcal/mol by basis set 6-311G**. Comparing to the binding
TABLE XXXVII
TOTAL ENERGIES OF HzO, NO AND HzO·NO (AU)
AND BINDING ENERGIES OF HzO. NO (KCAL/MOL)
HzO
6-31G**
6-311G**
NO
6-31G**
6-311G**
HzO·NO
6-31G**
6-311G**
E(SCF)
-76.02362
-76.04701
-129.24788
-129.28305
-205.27340
-205.33192
0.7680
0.7665
0.7670
0.7659
aE(SCF)
-1.19
-1.17
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energies of H20. HO and H20. HF, those binding energies are very small. So the
HzO. NO is very weak complex.
The Table XXXVIII presents the total energies of species in the H20. N02
system with <S2> values at the SCF level. Three forms of H20. NOz are
presented. By using the basis set 6-31G**, the energies of planar form IV and V
are 1.52 and 0.92 kcal/mol higher than that of the form VI, while by using the
basis set 6-311G**, the energies of planar form IV and V are 1.68 and 1.08
kcal/mol higher. These results are different from the HzO. 03 system. In the
HzO·03 system, the energy of form IV (ring) is lower than that of form V, while
in the H20. N02 system, the energy of form IV (ring) is higher than that of form
V. It means atom N is more likely to react with atom ° in the H20.
The binding energies, showed in Table XXXVIII, calculated using 6-31G**
TABLE XXXVIII
TOTAL ENERGIES OF NOz AND HzO·N02 (AU)
AND BINDING ENERGIES OF H20. N02 (KCAL/MOL)
E(SCF) <S2> AE(SCF)
NOz
6-31G** -204.03149 0.7661
6-311G** -204.08730 0.7658
H20. NOz form IV
6-31G** -280.05720 0.7658 -1.31
6-311G** -280.13638 0.7654 -1.30
H20. NOz form V
6-31G** -280.05816 0.7659 -1.91
6-311G** -280.13733 0.7655 -1.90
HzO.NOz form VI
6-31G** -280.05962 0.7659 -2.83
6-311G** -280.13906 0.7656 -2.98
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and 6-311G** in the SCF level are -1.31 and -1.30 kcal/mol for form IV (ring),
-1.91 and -1.90 kcal/mol for form V, -2.83 and -2.98 kcal/mol for form VI (boat),
respectively. So the form VI has the lowest energy, and the H20.N02 is a very
weak complex, same as in the H20. 03 system.
CHAPTER VII
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND
CONCLUSIONS
From the interaction energies of complexes HzO· HO, HzO. HOz, HzO· HzOz,
HzO·03, HzO. NO and HzO. NOz, we could see that the last three complexes are
less stable because they lack hydrogen bonding. The calculations of
HzO •NO and HzO· NOz are only in SCF level and there is no BSSE correction
performed. So we will discuss HzO· HO, HzO. HOz, HzO· HzOz vs. HzO. HF and
HzO •HzO in more detail.
In order to calculate dG(1) and dH(1), the calibrated vibrational
frequencies of 6-31G**, scaled for each mode, were used to calculate
dEvib and dS. We have also chosen to correct our binding energies by
"calibrating" the individual BSSE values using the experimental
binding energy of HzO· HzO. Comparing our calculated value for the
binding energy of the water dimer (-5.706 kcal/mol by
MP2/6-311 +G(2d,1p)//6-31G** before BSSE correction, and 1.057 kcal/mol
of the BSSE calculated by same basis set) with the experimental binding
energy of -5.4 kcal/mol [13]. It is seen that only 27% of the BSSE value
is required to bring the calculated value into agreement with the
experimental value. (This correction, of course, is within the
experimental uncertainty). We believe the correction of the BSSE
energies of the other complexes by 27% appears justified since there
still is a controversy about the appropriateness of the BSSE correction
[81], and some people treat the energy corrected by BSSE as the lower
bound of binding energy [5].
TABLE XXXIX
FINAL THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES FOR
WATER COMPLEXES [a]
system 4E 4HO(298) 4S0(298) 4GO(298) I<eq(298) [b]
HzO·HO -5.7 -4.4 -19.3 1.3 0.11 0.2%
HzO·HF -8.5 -7.0[-6.2] -21.4 -0.6 2.8 5.6%
HzO·HOz -8.9 -7.2(-7.4) -22.0(-24.3) -0.7(-0.1) 3.3 6.6%
HzO·HzO -5.4 -3.8[-3.7] -18.2 1.6 0.067 0.1%
HzO·HzOz -7.3 -5.6 -23.1 1.3 0.11 0.2%
HzO·03 -1.8
HzO·NO -1.2
HzO·NOz -3.0
a. 4E, 4H and 4G are in kcal/mol; 4S is in cal/mol-deg; Kcq is
in atm-I . Values in parentheses for HzO·HOz are from ref. 32.
Value in bracket are experimental data with HzO. HF from
ref.18 and HzO·HzO from ref.13.
b. ratio of complexed to uncomplexed forms ([HzO]I<eq) for 2%
water at atmospheric pressure.
The thermochemical properties of complexes are summarized in Table
XXXIX. 4E is the binding energy at 298.16 K. Because the binding
energies of HzO· NO, HzO· NOz and HzO. 03 are so small, further
thermochemical properties are not performed. From Table 35, all the ~H
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are negative. But because of the large effect of entropy change for the
dimerization, the AG for H20. HF and H20. H02 are small negative, others
are positive.
If we assume that there is 2% H20 at 298 K in the atmosphere, then HOz
is 6.6% in the complex form (HF is not an important tropospheric
constituent). Others have only tenth percent in complex form.
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
In the atmosphere, the temperature changes with altitude. so does
the AG. So the percentage of complex will change with altitude too. It
is interesting to see the temperature dependence of all thermochemical
properties.
Temperatures decrease sharply with altitude in the troposphere, and
the low temperatures which characterize the tropopause prevent
significant water vapor concentrations in the stratosphere. Thus,
although HOx·water complexes will have greater stability with altitude
due to lower temperatures, the stronger temperature dependence of water
vapor pressure counteracts this effect and results in highest
concentrations of the complex near sea level in warm tropical regions.
Thermodynamic properties of the complexes are given as a function of
temperature in Table XXXX.
From the Table XXXX, AE(O->T), AS, AH do not change too much with
temperature. However, in spite of the compensating effects of
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TABLEXXXX
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES [a]
T(K) aE(O->T) as aH aG K altitude ratio
complexed
i.e.K[H2O]
(kIn) % [b]
H2O·HO
298.15 1.93 -19.3 -4.4 1.3 0.11 0 0.22
291 1.91 -19.3 -4.4 1.2 0.13 2 0.10
283 1.88 -19.3 -4.4 1.1 0.14 4 0.04
273 1.85 -19.4 -4.4 0.9 0.19 6 0.02
261 1.81 -19.4 -4.4 0.7 0.26 8 0.02
247 1.77 -19.5 -4.4 0.4 0.43 10 0.009
231 1.73 -19.5 -4.4 0.1 0.80 12 0.004
H2O·H02
298.15 2.26 -22.0 -7.2 -0.7 3.3 0 6.6
291 2.23 -22.0 -7.2 -0.8 4.0 2 3.2
283 2.20 -22.1 -7.3 -1.1 7.1 4 2.1
273 2.16 -22.2 -7.3 -1.3 11 6 1.1
261 2.11 -22.3 -7.3 -1.5 18 8 1.3
247 2.05 -22.4 -7.3 -1.8 39 10 0.8
231 1.99 -22.5 -7.4 -2.2 121 12 0.6
H2O·H20 2
298.15 2.25 -23.1 -5.6 1.3 0.11 0 0.22
291 2.21 -23.2 -5.7 1.0 0.18 2 0.14
283 2.18 -23.2 -5.7 0.9 0.20 4 0.06
273 2.14 -23.3 -5.7 0.7 0.28 6 0.03
261 2.09 -23.4 -5.7 0.4 0.46 8 0.03
247 2.03 -23.5 -5.8 0.0 1.0 10 0.02
231 1.97 -23.6 -5.8 -0.3 1.9 12 0.01
a. unit: aE, aH and aG are in kcal/mol; as is in cal/mol-deg;
~ is in atm- l
b. H20 distribution (mole percent) vs. altitude from ref. 68:
Okm(2%), 2(0.8), 4(0.3), 6(0.1), 8(0.07), 10(0.02), 12(0.005).
temperature on complex stability and water vapor concentration, there
is a significant altitudinal variation of relative complex
concentration.
EFFECfS OF BASIS SETS ON ENERGY AND STRUCfURE
The quality of basis set is very important in the calculation of
energies and geometries. More extensive basis sets will give lower
total energies for the same species. Figure 21 displays the total
energies of monomers in the SCF level changes with the basis sets.
Figure 22 displays the total energies of monomers in the MP2 level
changes with the basis sets. We can see that the total energy changes
quite a lot with different unpolarized basis sets. But the energy
changes with polarized basis sets, especialy the basis sets more
extensive than 6-311G**, are not that significant. Usually the basis
set D95** gives lower energy than basis set 6-31G**. But D95** will
overestimate the bond angle in the geometry optimization.
Figure 23 shows the binding energies of complexes without BSSE
correction in the SCF level with different basis sets. Figure 24 shows
the binding energies of complexes in the MP2 level without BSSE
correction with different basis sets. From the figures, we can see the
unpolarized basis sets overestimate the binding energies and polarized
basis sets, especially those more extensive than 6-311G**, give quite
consistent binding energies.
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6-311+G(2d,2p)//6-31G". For H20-H20 and H20-H02:6-311 +G(2d,Ip)//6-31G"
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Figure 25. Binding energies (SCF, after BSSE correction)
of H20. HO, H20. HF, H20.H20, H20. HOz and H20. H20 z
vs. basis seta. (Note: For H20.HF and H20. HO:
6-311+G(2d,2p)//6-31Gu. For HzO·HzO and HzO.HOz:6-311 + G(2d,Ip)//6-31GU
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Figure 26. Binding energies (MP2, after BSSE correction)
of H20.HO, H20.HF, H20.H20, H20.H02 and H20. H20 2
vs. basis sets. (Note: For H20.HF and H20.HO:
6-311+G(2d,2p)l/6-31G~o. For H20.H20 and H20.H02:
6-311 +G(2d,lp)//6-31G"
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Figure 25 shows the binding energies of complexes in the SCF level
after BSSE correction with different basis sets. Figure 26 shows the
binding energies of complexes in the MP2 level after BSSE
correction with different basis sets. From the figures, we can see
binding energies are almost constant with different basis sets. It
seems the binding energy differences calculated by different basis
sets are caused by BSSE.
When we examine the optimized geometries of H20 2, H20. HF and
H20. H20, we found the basis set 6-31G** gave the best geometry
description. The more extensive basis sets give lower total
energy, but do not always give the best optimized geometries, as we
demonstrated in the H20. HO, H20. HF and H20. H20 calculation. Also we
found that in the one-point energy calculations of H20.HO and H20. HF,
the energy difference between the fully optimized geometry and the
geometry optimized by basis set 6-31G** was not very significant. So if
we want to give meaningful results, the geometry should be optimized at
least by 6-31G**, the energy should be calculated by 6-311G** or more
extensive basis sets based on the geometry optimized by 6-31G**.
ROTATIONAL BARRIER OF COMPLEXES
Figure 27 shows the rotational barrier of the complexes H20. HO,
H20. HF, H20. H20, H20. H02 and H20. H20 2• The H20. HO is rotated along
the 0---0 bond. The H20. HF is rotated along the O---F bond. The H20. H20
10
9
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0 8~
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0
u
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'-'
n> 50'
c::
0 4
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Figure 27. Rotational Barriers of H20. HO, H20. HF, H20. H20,H20.H02 and H20. H20 2•
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is rotated along the 0---0 bond. The H20. H02 and H20. H20 2 are rotated
along the 0---0 bond which have shorter distance.
The H20. HO and H20. HF have the lowest rotational barriers. This is
because the beta angle (defined in Figure 3) are almost 0°.
The H20. H20 and H20.H02 have 2 to 3 kcal/mol rotational barriers.
For those complexes, not only the beta angle (defined in Figure 8 and
9) are larger, but also there are one more atom H or °bonded to atom 0,
which resists the rotation. The H20. H20 2 has the highest rotational
barrier of 9.5 kcal/mol, which is the same size as the binding energy.
Since the ratation barriers of complexes are so small, the
contribution of internal rotation to entropies of complexes is
estimated. In the cases of H20. HO and H20. HF, the O---H-O and O---H-F
are almost in the ltnear forms and their internal contributions are not
significant. Other complexes are estimated from the formula of Pitzer
and Gwinn [82] using the reduced moments of inertia along the 0----0
axis (see Appendix C for detail). The results are shown in Table
XXXXI with their effects to the free energies, ~q and the ratio of
complexed to uncomplexed forms.
The effects of internal rotation of complexes H20. H20 and H20. H20 2
are not significant. But in the case of H20.H02, the complexed form of
H02 is almost tripled.
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TABLEXXXXI
THE EFFECTS OF INTERNAL ROTATION
TO THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES [a]
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HzO •HOz 2.0 -0.7
HzO· HzO 1.85 1.6
HzO •HzOz0.9 1.3
-1.3
1.0
1.0
9.0
0.18
0.18
18%
0.4%
0.4%
a. AG's are in kcal/mol; S's are in cal/mol-deg; ~q'S are in
atm-!.
b. ratio of complexed to uncomplexed forms ([HzO]~q) for 2%
water at atmospheric pressure.
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APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF THERMOCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF COMPLEXES
The chemical systems are N-body problems. In order to calculate the
thermochemical properties of the system, it is necessary to have the
set of eigenvalues { Ej(N,V) } of the N-body Schrodinger equation. In
general, this is impossible. But the molecules in the gas phase are far
away from each other, so the N-body Hamiltonian operator can be written
as a sum of independent individual Hamiltonians. Then the total energy
of the system can be written as a sum of individual energies.
The molecular systems are antisymmetric under the interchange of
identical particles, and they should obey the Fermi-Diral statistical
theory. In the nomal conditions they can be treated by the Boltzmann
distribution law with indistinguishable particles. So the partition
function is
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Q(N,V,T) = --- with q(V,T) = E e-ei!IIT
for a system of identical indistinguishable particles satisfying the
condition that the number of available molecular states is much greater
than the number of particles.
The q is the partition function for each particle. Under the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the Rigid Rotor-Harmonic Oscillator
approximation, the q can be decomposed to
then,
alnQ
E=KT2 ( ) N,T
C1I'
= E nucl + Eelect + E trans + Evib + E rot
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E
S=
T
+ KIn Q
+ N K In(e/N)
(Note, the last term is usually included in the Strans).
Now the thermochemical properties will be calculated after each
partition function term is evaluated.
.9nucI = 1 for any case. This is because the thermochemical
properties deal with the electronic level problems, not the nuclear
level. So E uncl = 0 and Snucl = O.
Select = 'E CJ)ei e-eiIKT. Here the CJ)el is the degeneracy and ej is the energy
of the ith electronic level. Usually the ground state energy is set to
zero. Then the e j will be the energies relative to the e j • In the
ordinary temperature, the ej (i > 1) are typically quite large. So only
the first term in the summation is significantly different from zero.
So, qelect = CJ)eO' Eelect = 0 and Selecl = r log CJ)eO
21TmkT
qtrans = v (-----) 3~
Here V is the volume of system and P V = n R T. Etrans = (3/2) R T
21TmkT
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-]
N
The grot is depended on the symmetry of the molecules. For ideal
diatomic gas and polyatomic gas in linear form,
qrot =
T
with a is the symmetry number
which is defined as the number of different ways the molecule can be
rotated into a configuration indistinguishable from the original, and
e =r is the characteristic rotational temperature.
Te
For ideal polyatomic gas in nonlinear form,
The a , 8 A' 8 s and 8 c have the same definition as in the polyatomic
gas in linear form.
Erol = (3/2) R T
The qvib is depended on the symmetry of the molecules.
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= II----
1 - e- hvfkT
=II------
l_e- evrr
here 8 v = hvfk is the characteristic vibrational temperature.
The multiplier is from 1 to 3n-5 for diatomic gas and polyatomic gas in
linear forms and from 1 to 3n-6 for polyatomic gas in nonlinear forms.
2
+-)
e evrr - 1
av/f
The summation is from 1 to 3n-5 for diatomic gas and polyatomic gas in
linear forms and from 1 to 3n-6 for polyatomic gas in nonlinear forms.
Mter the values of E nuc11 Eclcell Elransl ~bl Erell Snuc11 Sclccl' Slransl Svib and
Srol have been calculated for the complex and its monomers, the other
thermochemical properties can be calculated as outlined in Chapter 1.
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROPRAM FOR CALCULATION OF
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF COMPLEXES
INPUT FILE: THERMOIN
The input data is taken from the output of GAUSSIAN program [40].
1
temp= 298.15
Mol. W. 32.99765
polynonlinear
rot. sym. # 1.0
2.73967 51.99069 54.73036
3
1252.8394 1601.9217 4078.1206
2
0.9
Line 1 is the number of temperature point: ntemp' Then ntemp lines are
followed to input the temperature.
Line ntemp + 2 is the molecule weight.
Line ntemp + 3 is the character input: "diatomic",
"polylinear" or "polynonlinear".
Line ntemp + 4 is the rotational symmetry number.
Line ntemp + 5 is the principal moments of inertia of the molecule
which are taken form the output of GUSSIAN program.
Line ntemp + 6 is the number of vibraion frequencies which include the
degeneracy vibrational modes.
Line ntemp + 7 is the vibraion frequencies in cm-} from the output of
GAUSSIAN program.
Line ntemp + 8 is the degeneracy of ground electronic states.
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Line ntemp + 9 is the scaling factor of the vibrational
frequencies.
FORTRANPROGRAM:THERMOCH
real*8 ee, et, er, evO, ev, se, st, sr, qe, qet, s
real*8 thev(50), u(50), iabe(3), vib(50), temp
real*8 reonst, neonst, heonst, eeonst, kconst, mass
real*8 totalvib, totalthev, tempp(50), w(10), e(10),
1 wO, eO, scale
charaeter*10 word
e constants r, n, h, c, k
reonst = 1.98717
neonst = 6.022045d23
heonst = 6.626176d-34
ceonst = 2.99792458d10
keonst = 1.380662d-23
c
open (l,file='thermoin', status='old')
c
c read in the ntemp and the temperature points.
c
read(l,*) ntemp
do 20 i= 1, ntemp
read (1,'(lOx,f20.10)') tempp(i)
20 continue
c
c read in all other parameters
c
read (1,'(lOx,f20.10)') mass
read (1,'(lOx,'(a10)') word
read (l,'(lOx,f20.10)') s
read (1,*) iabc(l), iabc(2), iabc(3)
read (1,*) nvib
read (1, >Ie) (vib(i), i= 1, nvib)
read (1,*) wO
read (1,*) scale
50 print*,"
c
c calculating the scaled vibrational frequencies.
c
do 60 i=l, nvib
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Thermochemical calculation '
in Dr. O'Brien Modeling Lab'
vib(i) = scale * vib(i)
60 continue
itemp = 1
print*,'
print*,'
print*,' ,
print*,' INPUT:'
print*,' Molecular Weight: " mass
print*,' Rotational symmetry Number: " s
print*,' I(a) : " iabc(l)
print*,' I(b) : " iabc(2)
print*,' I(c) : " iabc(3)
c
c Print out the vibrational frequencies or scaled
c vibratioal frequencies.
c
if ( scale * scale .eq. 1.0) then
print*,' Vibrational Frequencies (em A -1): '
else
write(6,'(" Vibrational Frequencies (em A -I)",
1 " scaled by", f4.2, "): ")') scale
endif
do 80 i=l, nvib
print*,' " vib(i)
80 continue
print*,' ,
c
c start point of main rartine, first get the temperature
c
temp = tempp(itemp)
print*, , OUTPUT: '
print*,' ,
print*,' Vibrational Temperature:'
c
c calculate and print out the vibrational temperature'
c
totalvib = 0.0
do 100 i=l, nvib
thev(i) = hconst * cconst * vib(i) / kconst
print*,' " thev(i)
totalvib = totalvib + vib(i)
100 continue
print*,' ,
c
c calculate and print out the zero point
c vibrational energy
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c
evO = 0.5 * nconst * hconst * cconst * totalvib / 4184
print*, ' Zero point vibrational energy (kcal/mol): "
1 evO
120 print*,"
c
c print out the temperature
c
print*, ' ------------------------------------------'
print*, ' I Temperature:', temp, ' I'
print*, ' ------------------------------------------'
print*, ' ,
c
c Calculate the energy of elect., tran., vib. and rot.
c
ee = 0.0
c
et = 1.5d-3 * rconst * temp
c
if (nvib .eg. 1 .or. word .eg. 'polylinear') then
er = 1.0d-3 * rconst * temp
else
er = 1.5d-3 * rconst * temp
endif
c
do 140 i=1, nvib
u(i) = thev(i) / temp
140 continue
totalthev = 0.0
do 200 i=1, nvib
totalthev = totalthev +thev(i) / (dexp(u(i)) - 1)
200 continue
ev = rconst * 1.0d-3 * totalthev + evO
c
c Calculate the entropy of elect., tran., vib. and rot.
c
se = rconst * dlog(wO)
c
st = rconst * (2.5*dlog(temp) + 1.5*dlog(mass)
1 - 1.164871)
c
if (nvib .eg. 1 .or. word .eg. 'polylinear') then
sr = dlog(iabc(l)) + dlog(0.46497d-40) +
1 dlog(temp) + 89.4077 - dlog(s)
else
sr = 1.5* dlog(temp)
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1 + 0.5*dlog(iabc(1)*iabc(2)*iabc(3))
1 + 1.5*dlog(0.46497d-40) - dlog(s) + 134.683828
endif
sr = rconst * sr
c
sv = 0.0
do 300 i=1, nvib
sv = sv + u(i) / (dexp(u(i)) - 1)
1 - dlog(l-dexp(-u(i)))
300 continue
sv = rconst * sv
c
c print out the results
c
print*,' E (electrical) :', ee
print*,' E (trans) : " et
print*,' E (rotational) :', er
print*,' E (vibrational) : " ev
print*,' ,
print*,' E (total:kcal/mol) : " ee+et+er+ev
c
print*,' S (electrical) :', se
print*,' S (trans) : " st
print*,' S (rotational) :', sr
print*,' S (vibrational) : " sv
print*,' ,
print*,' S (total:kcal/mol) : " se+st+sr+sv
print*,' ,
if ( itemp .Ie. ntemp) go to 120
stop
end
OUTPUT FILE: THERMOOUT
Thermochemical calculation
in Dr.OBrien Modeling Lab
INPUT:
Molecular Weight: 32.99765000000000
Rotational Symmetry Number: 1.000000000000000
I(a): 2.739670000000000
I(b): 51.99069000000000
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I(c): 54.73036000000000
Vibrational Frequencies (em A -1, scaled by 0.90):
1127.555460000000
1441.729530000000
3670.308540000000
OUTPUT:
Vibration Temperature:
1622.311364385915
2074.340716588579
5280.789696361966
Zero Point Vib Energy (keal/mol): 8.919947414134777
I Temperature: 298.1500000000000
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E (electrical)
E (trans)
E (rotational)
E (vibrational)
E (total:kcal/mol)
S (electrical)
S (trans)
S (rotational)
S (vibrational)
S (total:cal/moI.deg)
QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
0.8887121032500000
0.8887121032500000
8.9379067755255190
: 10.71533098202552
1.377401282793307
36.41245658105804
16.70634462351519
7.0759070144989470E-02
: 54.56696155751152
APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF THE ENTROPY
CONTRIBUTION OF INTERNAL ROTATION IN COMPLEXES
For the water complexes we discussed here, the barrier of internal
rotation are quite low. So, the entropy contribution of internal
rotation are estimated from the formula of Pitzer and Gwinn [82], using
the reduced moment of inertia along the 0----0 axis. Also the
calculation of CH3-Cd-CH3 shown in J.C.M. Li [82] is repeated here with
First, the reduced moment of inertia is calculated. Like CH3-Cd-CH3,
the length of C-Cd is assumed as 2.15 A, C-H as 1.10 A and HCH as
tetrahedral angle. For each top,
II = m * a2 = 1.66e-24 g x (1.8e-8 em) A 2
= 5.38e-40 g.cm A 2
I r = 0.5 * II = 2.7e-40 g.cm A 2
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Ir = 0.7925e-40 g.cm A 2
Ir = 1.832e-40 g.cm A 2
Ir = 1.8e-40 g.cm A 2
Then, the partition function Qr is calculated. Like CH3-Cd-CH3,
n is 3, which is symmetric number.
= 2.64
n=2 and Qr = 2.146
For H 20·H02 n=2 and Qf = 3.264
For H 20·H20 2 n=2 and Qf = 3.23
Third, the entropy is calculated from partition function Qf. Like
CH3-Cd-CH3, Sf = (0.5 + InQf) = 2.9 cal/moI.deg
For H20. H20 Sf = 2.5 cal/moI.deg
For H 20.H02 Sf = 3.3 cal/moI.deg
For H20. H20 2 Sf = 3.3 cal/moI.deg
Fourth, the correction of rotational barrier from the table in
reference 82 is taken into account.
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For H 20·H20
For H 20.H02
For H 20·H20 2
S = 0.65 cal/moI.deg
S = 1.3 cal/moI.deg
S = 2.4 cal/moI.deg
Last, the entropy increses because of internal rotation are derived
as following.
For H 20·H20
For H 20·H02
For H 20·H20 2
Sf - s = 1.85 cal/moI.deg
Sf - s = 2.0 cal/moI.deg
Sf - s = 0.9 cal/moI.deg
